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Panasonic
Built.
From The
Inside Out.
Every time you install a Panasonic® CATV converter, you're
assured of uncompromised quality and performance.
Because Panasonic CATV converters are designed and
manufactured by its parent company, Matsushita Electric.
Which means each CATV converter is Panasonic built. From the

•

inside out.
•

Take the Panasonic TZ-PC140/170 Series. Employing the latest in
manufacturing technology, Panasonic converters are built to

/ exceptionally high quality standards. It's the quality your subscribers
have grown to expect from Panasonic. And that will help avoid
costly service calls.
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And to provide today's subscribers with the sophistication
they associate with all Panasonic video products, the
TZ-PC140/170 Series provides features like BTSC stereo
compatibility,

skip-scan tuning and remote volume

control (170 Series), to name a few.
Panasonic CATV converters. Built for you and your
subscribers the way all converters should be.
From the inside out.

Panasonic
Video Communications

For more information call:
Northeast 609-589-3063 Midwest 513-530-9216
Southeast 404-925-6845 West 415-947-0147
For Information via FAX RESPONSE
call 1-800-876-2299, code number 008.
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Facts For The Perfect Offense.
With MC2,
the facts speak for
themselves:
Fact: Hermetically-se&ed,
compartmentalized structure makes moisture
ingress unlikely—highly locaMzed, if at all.
Fact: The 93% velocity of propagation
allows one size smaller diameters than foam
cables—more MC 2per duct.

Fact: Superior attenuation allows about
20% fewer amplifiers in new-builds—stronger
signals in rebuilds and upgrades.
Fact: Total bonding assures maximum
loop-strength and minimum suck-out. Exceptional bending ability.
Case closed.
The Choice Stops Here
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COMMUNICATIONS INC.
Call or write for our free sample and brochure: TRILOGY COMMUNICATIONS INC., 2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, Mississippi 39208
800-874-5649 •601-932-4461 •201-462-8700
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Services scramble for VBI
A tiny portion of the NTSC video signal holds plenty of promise
for avariety of services, including program guides, Closed
Captioning, and more. This story by Kathy Berlin examines the
efforts underway to stretch TV's capabilities and the attempts to
do it in an orderly fashion.
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Cable-Tec Expo shatters attendance records
Three thousand exhibitors and attendees convened in Nashville
for the 8th Annual SCTE Cable-Tec Expo, where the attitude was
positive, exhibits were jammed with traffic and the industry
came to grips with some of its most pressing issues. A recap is
given here.

39

Bandwidth race becomes a marathon
Will cable operators ever need afull gigahertz of bandwidth? If
so, will it be occupied by 150 6-MHz NTSC channels? What are
the hybrid manufacturers up to? These questions and others are
examined by CED's Roger Brown and the answers may surprise
you.

48

Improving picture quality with low noise pre-amps
Subscribers are getting smarter about picture quality—they
recognize and want abetter, stronger signal. In this article
reprinted from the 1990 NCTA Technical Papers, Dan Maloney
of Jerrold Communications takes aclose look at converter low
noise pre-amplifiers. Future improvements, including fiber optics
systems, are also discussed.

60
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Simulated video for fiber optic testing?
66
One of the pitfalls in measuring the electronic performance of
fiber optic transmission is simulating actual field conditions in
alaboratory atmosphere. Independant fiber
CLI COMPLIANCE
consulatant Herzel Laor proposes anew
simulated video testing method that tests
distortions and carrier-to-noise ratios that
provide abetter representation of live
video signals.
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An extended fiber plan

CLI COMPLIANCE

Just when you thought you had it...
74
Now that the CLI compliance deadline is
upon us, it seems Murphy's been up to his
old tricks again. The FCC made afew little
known changes to the paperwork trail and
fee structure. CED's Roger Brown explains
the changes and how they affect cable
operators. An actual Form 155 is included,
and can be clipped for duplication and use.

The Vertical Blanking Interval can
be used to stretch a television's
capabilities. Photo by Don Riley.
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'Pro-sumer' and 'HDTV-ready'

Virtually eliminate
customer calls during
service interruptions.
We apologize for
this temporary
inconvenience.
Our technicians
are building
for the future!

YOUR

3

CO.

,

TOSHIBA

Now you can virtually eliminate

system to advise affected customers
downstream.

angry customer calls during service
interruptions.
The Nexus Customer Service
Headend allows you to keep your

The portable unit can be pole or
strand mounted, and operated by a
single field technician with less than
20 minutes training.

customers informed when their
service is interrupted.
This headend and graphics
generator injects 33 channels at
any point in your distribution

The Nexus Customer Service Headend
•weighs less than 50 pounds
•rechargeable internal battery

Best of all, your customized
message reaches your customers
before they reach for the phone.

Nexus—Definitely Ahead of our Time
TEL: (206) 644-2371 BELLEVUE, WA
(604) 420-5322 BURNABY, BC
FAX: (604) 420-5941

OR WRITE: 7000 LOUGHEED HWY.
BURNABY, BC
V5A 4K4
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Call us today for more information.

NEXUS
PERFORMANCE
YOU CAN SEE.
FAX RESPONSE 1-800-876-2299
ID Code 027

GREAT
PROTECTION
INA CRUNCH!
If your cable is going underground, it needs the
real protection of Cablecon®. Integral's Cablecon series
is guaranteed to protect your cable or fiber from the
"crunch" of underground environments while providing you with far greater longevity in the field.
Backed by over 10 years of CATV experience,
Integral's Cablecon "Cable-in-Conduit" products have
made them the leading supplier of underground CATV
conduit. While you can buy cheaper duct,
none comes close to meeting
Cablecon's technical specifications
Cablecon
and manufacturing consistencies.
Fiber-in-Duct
There's no confusion when
(HD') 11
4 "
/
duct
you buy Cablecon. Duct classificawith fiber

/
WIN

tions are not necessary because
Cablecon comes one way. Our
premium duct systems have
comparable crush ratings to Class
200 PVC pipe. Their installed costs
are less than Class 160 duct and
outperform the so-called "good
deal" CATV-160 and DB conduit
lines...hands down!
If you're building an underground CATV system, why not buy
the best? Buy Cablecon...cable-inconduit, fiber, string, drop-in-duct,
or even empty duct. Dollar-fordollar, you can expect awhole
lot more over 20 years with
Cablecon.
To avoid the "20 year
crunch" and protect your underground assets, specify only
Cablecon—the "user friendly" conduit systems.

INTEGRAL

Cablecon
Drop-in-Duct ,
(DI!" 13mm
duct with RG-6
service wire

Cablecon
Cable-inConduit
(CC)
1" duct
with .500

Cablecon
String-in-Duct
(S1D T") 3
/ "empty
4
duct with pull-string

COC1X

MARKETED EXCLUSIVELY BY
Channell Commercial Corporation

• 800/423-1863 • 800/345-3624 in CA

•Integral has apassthrough warranty program with Times
Cable and Comm/Scope. Contact Integral for full Cablecon
Series "No Crunch" warranty program.
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What do San Diego, CA, Fairfax County, VA, Jacksonville, FL and
Sacramento, CA have in common?
They've all switched to Channell's
5Series Heat Dissipation Covers
(HDC)! In fact, in
just 12 months,
HDPE COVER
38% of our active
equipment enclosure
customers
THERMAL
INSULATION
have switched to
HDC. Why? Because these unique
5 SERIES HDPE
pedestal covers are
ENCLOSURE
designed to take
the heat off underground active electronics.
Channell's HDC covers were
developed to dramatically reduce
temperature extremes on amplifiers, especially on their IC boards
and power supplies. Industry engineers concur that, by keeping your
active gear cooler, it will undoubtedly last longer.
So, why not beat the heat with
HDC covers and increase system
reliability while prolonging the life
of your active equipment plant?
For complete information and a
"cool" giveaway, call Channel!
Commercial tollfree today.
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Chanete
COMMERCIAL
CORPORATION
800/423-1863
800/345-3624 in CA
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Don't lose sight of today's needs
Two pieces of information—one near the front of this month's issue and
another near the back—dramatically show both the potential this industry holds
technologically as well as the distance yet to go in subscriber's eyes.
As mentioned in "Color Bursts" on page 10, General Instrument's
VideoCipher Division may well have made a technological breakthrough that
would allow 1.2 gigabits of video information to be transmitted over asingle 6
MHz channel allotment. The breakthrough here is in video compression, which
suddenly has become the hottest topic of conversation in television.
In fact, staying abreast of the compression claims made by various labs,
organizations and vendors has kept
much of the trade press busy interviewing experts about motion artifacts and
picture quality and speculating about
its ramifications on the development
of digital television.
Keeping up with the dizzying pace
of research, claims and counterclaims
is worthwhile, but as this month's
"Cable Poll" indicates, cable operators
should dedicate more effort toward
improving the product they already
have because it's clear they collectively
don't expend as much effort or resources toward eliminating subscriber
frustration as they should.
If only there was a way to quantify
the benefits of being a truly transparent medium that delivers high quality
programming on demand, then perhaps more operators would adopt strategies designed to get out of the house
and viewers' way. But because cableTV is a cash flow business and heavily dependent on stockholders, they aren't
about to surrender the ready cash represented by additional outlets, converter
and remote control rentals and VCR set-ups.
Extrapolating from the respondents contacted for the poll, located on page
88, a large majority of the nation's operators rely on the transmission of
scrambled signals, which require decoders placed before the TV. Converter
rental fees are often charged, even when viewers have purchased cable-ready
receivers. And nearly one-third continue to charge their subscribers to set up
VCRs. While many operators express great interest in off-premise technology,
which has the potential of removing the entire plant out of the house much the
way the telephone industry did after the Consent Decree, alarge percentage are
scared off by cost and reliability issues that may not be true anymore.
Yes, some new ground is being broken. Major MSOs are beginning to embrace
outdoor addressability and numerous vendors plan major product introductions
in this area. Other operators are giving up on AOs and remote rental fees as
consumers realize they're being milked. But there's along way yet to go.
It may be an uncomfortable thought, but the industry at large should
determine how it can abandon its old methods of operating and substitute new
procedures aimed at enhancing the perceived value of cable service. There's no
doubt this fundamental shift will take time. But it is probably time well spent,
judging from the number of competitors who would love to eat cable's lunch.
While issues like digital television, bandwidth compression and other cutting
edge technologies will continue to dominate the news, operators need to realize
thffie down-to-eart
ues should dominate their thinking.
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IVING

YOU THE RIGHT INFORMATION,
WHEN YOU NEED IT.

We have the broad-based CATV experience to answer your questions. That's because we build,
rebuild, upgrade, design, and test cable systems. We're also a full-line equipment distributor: we
carry head-end, distribution, aerial and underground equipment, house drop materials, converters,
safety gear, and more.
When you call wilh a question about your order, about particular equipment, or even just to talk
about which equipment can do the job, our people can help. If we can't give you the facts on the
spot, we'll get them and get back to you—fast.

TWENTY-FIVE
YEARS
SERVING
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SERVICE.
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Cable Services Company/Inc.
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VideoCipher surprises industry
with HDTV system development
Just when it seemed like the number
of HDTV proponents was dwindling, a
new, unexpected player has entered the
game. Reporters who attended a hastily called press conference in San Diego
by General Instrument's VideoCipher
Division were given a demonstration
of the first all-digital system proposed
to deliver high definition signals throughout North America.
GI barely beat the deadline for
submissions when it applied to the
Federal Communications Commission
and paid the necessary testing fees for
its technology, presently called DigiCipher. The application was made to
Richard Wiley, chairman of the FCC's
Advisory Committee on Advanced Television Services. The testing is slated
to begin as early as November and is
supposed to conclude by the end of
1991.
An all-digital simulcast system, DigiCipher proposes to send a compressed
HDTV signal within a6-MHz channel.
NTSC signals would continue to be
transmitted on currently assigned channels and the DigiCipher signal would
be transmitted on a second channel,
viewable only by new HDTV receivers.
According to VideoCipher executives,
DigiCipher will work for broadcast,
direct broadcast satellite or cable TV
systems. It is also dynamically reconfigurable, which means the level of
compression can be varied from 2-to-1
to 10-to-1 on satellites and 2-to-1 to
5-to-1 on cable. This feature allows for
less compression to be used during
video sequences with high levels of
motion (such as sporting events) and
more compression to be used when less
motion is evident (movies, for instance).
DigiCipher is a 1,050-line, interlaced system operating at 59.94 fields
per second and displays apicture with
16:9 aspect ratio. Each video channel
is accompanied by two to four channels
of digital audio. Signal compression is
achieved through both intraframe and
interframe coding and temporal and
spatial compression.
DigiCipher signals will begin to be
transmitted by satellite beginning in
November, according to VideoCipher
officials, with equipment ready for
testing by the Advanced Television
Testing Center and CableLabs begin-

ning in February of next year. If the
system is selected by the FCC as the
North American standard, HD television receivers may cost only $100 more
than an NTSC color receiver, executives say.
While this technology seems to give
American manufacturers an edge over
their Japanese and European counterparts, industry experts were quick to
point out that DigiCipher must pass

An all-digital simulcast
system, DigiCipher
proposes to send a
compressed HDTV
signal within a6-MHz
channel. NTSC signals
would continue to be
transmitted on
currently assigned
channels.
critical broadcast testing before it can
be hailed as abreakthrough. However,
on paper, it appears to give Zenith
(whose SC-HDTV system many felt
had an inside track on being selected
as the standard) a real run for the
money.
In other news from VideoCipher,
consumers who upgrade their satelliteTV systems to VideoCipher II-Plus
technology can now add a VideoPal
pay-per-view ordering device for just
$30 more. That makes the upgrade
price for a VC II-Plus module and the
VideoPal $159 plus shipping and handling.
VideoCipher has offered consumers
the opportunity to upgrade from VC II
to VC II-Plus units for $129 plus
shipping and handling, since May 1.
VC II-Plus is asecond-generation security module developed by GI in response to widespread cloning, or pirating, of the original VideoCipher II

10 Communications Engineering and Design July 1990

module, an industry de facto standard
developed to descramble programmers'
scrambled signals.
The VideoPal unit, a modem which
connects to the VideoCipher II descramber, carries a suggested retail
price of $129. It allows consumers to
instantly order movies, regional sporting events and special events from up
to 15 different channels at the touch of
abutton.

TCI embraces
S-A interdiction
Industry acceptance of ScientificAtlanta's outdoor interdiction system
took a giant step forward recently
when Tele-Communications Inc., the
nation's largest multiple system operator, pledged to deploy the singledwelling unit version of the device in
a number of its systems around the
country. The announcement closely
followed Jones Intercable's decision to
install the aerially mounted, four-port
device in its Elgin, Ill. rebuild and
Warner's successful test of the technology in Williamsburg, Va.
TCI was drawn to interdiction because of its customer friendly features
and flexibility, said J.C. Sparkman,
TCI executive vice president. Sparkman said that TCI studies unveiled
cable-ready devices in 65 percent of
thier subscriber's homes. In a test
campaign that lowered monthly rates
for those subscribers returning converters, 10 to 15 percent returned
equipment within the first two weeks.
Additionally, Sparkman said, focus
group studies conducted throughout
the country showed the number-one
request from subscribers was choice,
combined with ease of use.
These factors, combined with regulatory uncertainties which may force a
return to programming tiers, led TCI
officials to look at interdiction because
of the flexibility it offers, Sparkman
said. The single dwelling unit configuration allows for interdiction of about
48 channels individually while leaving
channels 2 through 13 available as a
basic tier. It also allows the cable
system operator to perform all connects, disconnects, upgrades, downgrades and program changes remotely,
avoiding costly truck rolls.
TCI will mount the device on the
outside of the home. S-A engineers
designed the electronics to fit in the
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Town, country, or city, there's only one cable available with 1GHz bandwidth
and that's T10 from Times Fiber Communications. TI 0, the highest bandwidth drop
and semiflex cable in the industry, is now ready for delivery. This cable is the solution for upgrades or rebuilds, since tis compatible with your present configuration
and your future requirements.
T10 will carry more channeis with better picture quality than ever before. And,
T10's higher bandwidth capability will support the new high definition television
signals. The cable is triple bonded to eliminate cold temperature pullout problems
and provide added resistance against moisture and corrosion.
T10 is a product of the acknowledged leader in cable technology — Times
Fiber Communications. When tcomes to making sure your upgrade or rebuild
brings future returns, specify the Only Gig in Town — T10.
For more information, see your TFC representative or call 1-800-TFC-CATV.

FC

TIMES FIBER COMMUNICATIONS, INC:
a company of
. itre.

358 Hall Ave. •P.O. Box 384 •Wallingford, CT 06492

ir-FC...Where technology meets the bottom line.
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try. One of the areas Lehman was
supposed to examine for potential business opportunities was cable television.
"At that point," muses Lehman, "we
were specifically looking at such things
as automatic number identification
(ANI) services to offer to cable, the
potential of providing transport."
It was while reading CableVision
magazine that Lehman stumbled upon
the job with Cencom Cable. "I saw the
advertisement for this position, read it,
and thought that whoever wrote the job
description knew Larry Lehman," says
Lehman. Although he was happy where
he was, Lehman told himself this was
something he needed to pursue, so he
quickly put together aresume.
"Cencom was small, fairly young
in their corporate history," remembers
Lehman. "They were looking for someone outside of the cable industry and I
fit." So, in 1985, Lehman joined Cencorn Cable as vice president of engineering. He assumed his present position in October of 1988, ayear after he
finished his masters degree in business
administration.
Looking back on the transition from
a large telephone company to the
smaller cable company, Lehman sees
it as "going from ahuge, bureaucratic
organization to acompany that, at that
point, had less than 90,000 subscribers
and acorporate office staff of 20 bodies.

Larry Lehman

Giving more
than you take
"I think it's important to be active,"
says Larry Lehman, vice president of
technology and planning for Cencom
Cable Associates Inc. "You cannot just
sit and let things happen." This simple
statement is aquiet reflection of aman
who believes contributing to cable
activities not only benefits the industry
but is an excellent learning experience
for himself.
Lehman's own experience began in
1973, after graduating from the University of Texas with a degree in
mechanical engineering. Through college interviews, Lehman joined Southwestern Bell in the outside plant
engineering organization. During the
next 10 years, Lehman stayed with the
outside plant group in various management and plant engineering positions.
In 1983, he moved to the corporate
headquarters in St. Louis as part of the
Strategic Planning/Business Opportunity Planning Group of Southwestern
Bell.
"There's a lot of similarities in the
outside plant engineering work Idid
and the outside plant in the cable
industry," says Lehman. "And then,
the strategic planning opportunity work
was very important. It gave me a feel
for how that process should work as
well as potential opportunities that do
exist."
It was actually the planning job at
Southwestern Bell that helped Lehman
become involved with the cable indus-

'No regrets'
But it was this change that intrigued
Lehman about the move and he looks
back on it with "absolutely no regrets." His current position as vice
president of technology and planning
involves technology accessment, basic
long range planning, a "what do we
need to be preparing ourselves for?"
asks Lehman. "What do we need to
be doing to be acompetitive force in the
future?"
In Lehman's eyes, the potential for
direct competition is going to become
greater as time evolves. "My position
is, as long as we're already there—
providing multichannel video service—
as long as we continue to improve that
service, pay attention to our customers
and do what they want, and provide
them with quality service at areasonable price, we can meet any competition that comes along."
But in order to provide customers
with quality service, Lehman also sees
aneed industry personnel. To Lehman,
the Society of Cable Television Engineers (SCTE), is an excellent means of
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accomplishing that training. This
prompted his involvement in 1986 with
getting the St. Louis area MS0s—
Cencom, Continental and TCI—
together in an effort to start the
Gateway Chapter of the SCTE.
Pulling together
"The SCTE at that time was really
starting to expand," says Lehman. "It
takes an individual or a group of
individuals to be willing to put together the effort to get something like
that off the ground." Lehman called the
appropriate people together, found there
was "desire in all parties parts to get
this founded and basically just called
ameeting." Lehman served as the first
president of the Gateway Chapter.
But Lehman's involvement in the
cable industry didn't stop there. He is
currently amember of the SCTE Planning Policy Committee and the CableToc Expo 1990 Program Committee.
Lehman is also an active member of the
CableLabs Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and is chairman of the
Technologies for New Business subcommittee as well as a member of the
TAC steering committee. He has moderated and spoken on several technical
sessions at industry shows.
"These various entities won't exist
and can't accomplish anything if people
aren't willing to put in the time
necessary to make them happen," says
Lehman of his committee activities.
"People have to be willing to volunteer
their time and put in the effort to get
things done. Personally, hopefully, what
Icontribute is some of my experience,
experiences from Southwestern Bell
and from doing long range and strategic planning."
This strategic planning is an integral part of Lehman's outlook. With
fiber continuing to be akey focus, and
Cencom deploying one of the largest
fiber builds in the country, Lehman has
his work cut out for him. "I think there
are enough technical challenges out
there that will be necessary to continue
to evaluate technology potentials—to
continue to look at the most efficient
means of providing quality service to
our customers," says Lehman.
"And I think that there will be
enough outside influences, potential
competitors, that we'll need to make
sure we are looking to the future. We
can't just operate in today, we have to
continue to make sure we are prepared
for the next several years at whatever
point in time we are." •
—Kathy Berlin

ANNOUNCING:
RUE STANDBY POWER SYSTEM
FOR THE 1990's
With the XP Series from Alpha Technologies,
standby power has entered a new decade. All the industry-leading
advantages of single-ferro design are retained. But the
XP Series is the most modular, flexible and upgradeable standby
system ever introduced, making it the standby system
for the 1990s ... and beyond.
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FRONTLINE
Cable's goals

been making advances in materials
and electronics as well as science and
The first goal has been accomplished
in engineering design. They have come
over a considerable period of time by
to us with proposed products which
the combined efforts of cable's technical
they believe meet cable's needs, and
leaders and thinkers, as well as by the
have listened carefully to our feedback
efforts put forth by the many business
on their efforts. This has resulted in
managers who have worked with the
great progress for equipment specially
engineers and technicians in trying to
designed for the cable television indusunderstand what this new field could
try. If someone were to ask any of these
mean to those of us in the cable
any vendors why they, all of a sudden,
television business. This was done, of are working so diligently with so many
course, without any fanfare and with
of the cable people, they would all say
very little in the way of press or the same thing—compared to working
comment. Even so, it seems that the
with other fiber optic users, the cable
second and third goals were being people are almost unique in their
achieved at virtually the same time.
attitude of "If you'll make it the way
At the recently concluded NCTA
we want, we will buy it and use it right
convention, there were literally dozens
now."
of interesting new products in the fiber
Most other industries react differoptic area. This fact, coupled with all
ently to this type of opportunity or
of the activity and products Ihave seen
situation. Studies are called for and
at recent fiber optic vendor conferences
carried out as necessary, committee
and meetings on fiber and opto- lists are drawn up and members apelectronics technology, appears to indipointed, specifications are debated and
cate that the distinct possibility exists
general bureaucratic malaise begins
for the rapid development of products
to slow down innovation and creativity.
and technologies which will radically
expand the possibilities for architecCooperation breeds success

CATV best choice
for fiber growth
Over the past couple of years, we
have been subjected to a virtual avalanche of information about fiber optics. A lot of people want to know what
cable's interest is in this technology
While telephone companies have been
ballyhooing their interest in fiber for
several years now and making disparaging remarks about the cable television industry's lack of expertise or
interest in this magical, marvelous
medium, the cable industry's engineering community has been quietly beavering away in an effort to meet three
specific goals in the fiber optic area.
These goals will surely help change the
way American television will be delivered in the future.
First and perhaps most important of
these goals has been gaining the interest of the leading technical thinkers in
the cable industry business and having
them understand the potential of this
new medium.
The second goal has been to discover
exactly what pieces and parts are
missing from the mix of technologies
and opto-electronic products that would
allow us to make more efficient and
creative use of fiber in our systems.
The third goal has been learning to
do something to address the gap created by the first two goals.

It now appears likely
that American
television homes will
be served by
fiber optics provided
by cable television
systems.
tural creativity in the cable television
engineering community. Pieces and
parts that will perform a variety of
functions will be made available by the
scientists and vendors. It also looks like
they'll be made available in the way
that the cable television industry likes
best: designed to solve our problems
and in quantities and prices that
enable us to use them immediately.
Vendors are responding

By Wendell Bailey, Vice President
Science & Technology, NCTA

Vendors have been listening to what
cable people want to do. They have
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Cable people, at least on the engineering side, have always been pragmatic and creative. This delightful
combination means that if hardware
vendors and suppliers will work with
us to develop products that give us
options and alternatives for solving
some of our problems, we will use
them—and use them now. It now
appears not only possible, but likely,
that more American television homes
will be served by fiber optics provided
by cable television systems than are
likely to be served by fiber optics
supplied by anyone else.
Perhaps most importantly, this scenario is likely to be realized much,
much sooner than anyone ever thought
imaginable. The fiber systems which
are deployed by cable operators may
not go all the way into the home in the
short run, but 98 percent of the benefits
to be derived from this technology will
eventually be delivered to our subscribers. All of this will occur at aprice that
is very reasonable and in atime frame
that will make our business and service
goals easier to reach. As an industry,
we are truly blessed with having so
many creative engineers and so many
willing and enthusiastic suppliers. By
working together in the future as we
have in the past, this will continue to
be ahealthy and vigorous industry. •
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Digital sound
broadcasting
You've all heard about high definition television, but have you heard of
"high definition radio?" If you are part
of the cable industry, then you have. It
goes under the brand names Digital
Cable Radio, Digital Music Express
and Digital Planet (as Dave Barry
would say, Iam NOT making up this
name). These three cable services will
soon be delivering digital compact disc
quality sound to the home.
In addition, acompany has just filed
an application at the FCC for satellite
delivery of CD-quality sound programming. And sate/lite sound broadcasting
will be one of the major agenda items
at a 1992 international conference on
radio spectrum allocations.
Digital cable sound services
The three digital cable sound services are similar in concept. The subscriber receives a number of different
programming formats—pop hits, country music, soft rock, classical, contemporary jazz, etc. The programming is
digitally encoded at asatellite uplink,
transmitted by satellite to cable
headends, processed at the headends
to add subscriber addressing information, and then transmitted—still in
digital form—to the home.
By Jeffrey Krauss, Independent
Telecommunications Policy Consultant
and President of Telecommunications
and Technology Policy ofRockville, Md.

These services do not use the same
digital coding as compact discs. Compact discs are encoded using a linear
pulse code modulation (PCM) algorithm. The sampling rate is 44.1 kilosamples per second. Each sample is encoded
into 16 digital bits. The result is adata
transfer rate of 700 kbps per channel,
or 1.4 Mbps for astereo pair.
PCM may be fine for apre-recorded
medium, but it is less than optimal for
a transmitted signal. First, the data
rate is too high, and would require too
large a channel capacity on the cable.
Cable systems do not have unlimited
capacity, and more radio programming
channels can be carried if the channel
bandwidth requirement is decreased.
The answer to this problem is digital
compression.
Second, PCM behaves badly in the
presence of data bit errors. All transmission channels are imperfect because
of noise and interference, which cause
bit errors in the transmitted signals.
Consequently, two of the three digital
cable sound services have chosen an
encoding format known as adaptive
delta modulation (ADM) that was developed by Dolby Labs.
In PCM systems, a bit error can
produce an objectionably loud click or
pop. In ADM systems, the bit error
produces a sound at very low volume
level, so low that it is often masked by
the program material. An ADM system
can operate acceptably with bit errors
up to 10 times the level at which aPCM
system would be come unusable.
ADM also provides compression. Like
PCM, an ADM system samples the
audio, but then compares the sample
with the previous sample and only
transmits the information that has
changed. Since most audio programming changes slowly over time, less
information must be sent to fully
describe the audio programming. Consequently, a lower data rate is needed
for ADM than for PCM.
The Dolby ADM system has the
additional advantage of low cost. In
this system, the encoder is rather
complex and expensive, but the decoders are simple and inexpensive. Only
limited precision components are required in the decoders, as compared to
the higher precision required in PCM
decoders to avoid non-linearities or
long term drift.
Although the first digital sound
transmission services to enter the market will use cable, the next round will
be delivered to subscribers by satellite.
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Satellite sound broadcasting
On May 18, 1990, a new company
called Satellite CD Radio Inc. filed an
application at the FCC to launch and
operate adigital satellite sound broadcasting service. This company proposes
to transmit up to 66 channels of digital
stereo sound programming. Unlike cable sound services, this service will be
able to serve car radios as well as radios
in the home.
Satellite CD Sound proposes to operate this system in the 1470 MHz to
1530 MHz band. This band is now used
for telemetry from the flight testing of
new aircraft and missile systems. It is
used only around some Air Force bases
and around the factories of aircraft
manufacturers such as Boeing and
Cessna. There is an excellent chance
that the FCC will allocate this spectrum for satellite sound broadcasting,
particularly if it is allocated internationally for this service.
1992 WARC
Every five to 10 years, the countries
of the world get together to review the
allocated uses of the radio spectrum
and to allocate spectrum for new services. The decisions of these conferences
have the force of international treaties.
In 1992, the World Administrative
Radio Conference (WARC) will consider whether to allocate spectrum for
satellite sound broadcasting somewhere
in the range between 500 MHz and 3
GHz. The FCC has aproceeding underway to plan a U.S. position on WARC
issues.
Prior to the Satellite CD Radio
application, it appeared that only the
Europeans had an interest in the
subject. A research program under the
sponsorship of the European Broadcasting Union, known as Eureka 147,
was started in 1987 and has devoted
enormous resources to the development
of digital audio broadcasting technology. Participants in Eureka 147 come
from Germany, Netherlands, France
and the United Kingdom.
The Europeans have developed a
digital sound coding algorithm that
they call Musicam. Philips, one of the
leading participants, is expected to use
this sound coding technology in the
HDTV format that it is proposing for
U.S. terrestrial TV broadcasting.
The only group that has not been
heard from is the U.S. FM radio
broadcasters. Not asound. •
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other 13, at 2 km to 10 km, would use
VSB/AM. Cascades of up to 12 trunk
amplifiers would be needed at each hub
to serve up to about 140,000 homes
each.
Density supports fiber optic extension

An extended
fiber plan
More than a year ago, on behalf of
our client, Hong King Cable Communications Ltd., Iprepared a plan for an
extended optical fiber network in Hong
Kong. My plan actually preceded by
about a year ATC's nearly identical
"Fiber 'frunk and Feeder" (FTD architecture. Although my plan was not
put down as brutally as was Galileo's
insistence in the 16th century that the
earth revolves about the sun, it did
encounter considerable skepticism.
Isensed that the enormous density
of Hong Kong's population might present a unique opportunity to design a
major urban cable TV network without
any cascaded trunk stations. One of the
most astonishing scenes in my recollection is the view from the aircraft on
final approach to Hong Kong Airport:
High-rise buildings everywhere! Even
Manhattan pales beside it.
The average density calculated for
the Hong Kong cable plant was nearly
2,000 passings per mile of underground
duct route; 6,000 or more in some
sections. When completed, the Hong
Kong system will pass more than 1.5
million serviceable dwelling units.
The base plan for Hong Kong included optical fiber links from the
headend to 17 distribution hubs (i.e.
nodes). Four of these, at 16 km to 26
km, would use FM transmission; the
By Archer S. Taylor, Senior Vice
President Engineering, MalarkeyTaylor Associates

It was found that in many sections,
buildings were close enough together
to be connected to afiber node without
any trunk amplifiers. Of course, such
large buildings would require their
own internal distribution amplification,
but this would be needed in any case.
The cost of the optical receiver node to
feed such building clusters would be
no more than a few dollars per home
passed.
But we needed many more than the
17 nodes in the base plan. lb start with,
we proposed to change the AM links to
FM, with an optical loss budget of 17
dB to 20 dB each. Even with afour-way
optical power splitter, each FM link
could still be extended up to 20 km or
26 km. This would provide for up to 68
FM nodes, each with headend signal
quality. FM nodes are expensive, but
because the cost of each one could be
allocated to 20,000 to 30,000 homes,
the cost per home passed was still quite
nominal.
Several VSB/AM lasers installed in
each FM node could drive three or four
separate, relatively short AM links,
each of which could be split two ways.
The 6 dB to 8 dB optical loss budget
available last year for AM fiber transmission could be split once and the fiber
could still be extended from the FM
node to a distance of 5 km to 9 km.
Thus, if the 68 FM nodes were equipped
with four AM optical transmitters,
each could feed atotal of 272 AM fiber
links.
Each of the 272 AM nodes could be
split two ways for a total of 544 AM
nodes. Even with all of these optical
power splits, each of the FM links could
be extended to between 20 km and 26
km (12.4 or 16.2 miles); and each AM
link, between 5km to 9km (3.1 or 5.6
miles). The total reach could be as
much as 25 t,o 35 km (15.5 to 21.8 miles)
without AM fiber repeaters.
The EFP/FTF architecture simply
divides each backbone fiber with optical power splitters to create two, three
or four distribution nodes. It is this
"split ends" configuration that led Bob
Luff, in his inimitable way, to call it
"tree and bush."
A year ago, with only 6dB to 8 dB
AM optical loss budget available, we
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had to be content with two-way splitters. However, the high density in
Hong Kong made it economically feasible to use FM for the fiber backbones
in order to provide enough of the lower
cost AM nodes to do the job. If 10 dB to
12 dB budgets become available at 54
dB C/N ratio, four-way splitters would
be feasible, and the FM links might not
be needed. The use of AM optical
repeaters, consisting of back-to-back
pairs of optical receivers and AM
lasers, is aneat way to extend the fiber
network, providing care is taken to
avoid degrading the C/N ratio.
In the near future, photonic amplifiers may be suitable for this purpose.
Until we know more about the transmission characteristics of HDTV signals, however, Ithink we need to be
wary of the as yet unknown extent to
which AM repeaters or phot,onic amplifiers might degrade C/N ratios at
customer outlets. We need also to
evaluate the effect of connector and
splitter return loss on HDTV signals.
Nevertheless, it is clear to me that,
whether we call it EFP, FTF, or "tree
and bush," the future network architecture for optical fiber distribution of
cable TV services is rapidly taking
shape. It is already technically sound
and economically feasible. Probably
the most important future development
will be a substantial reduction in the
cost of optical receivers.
The next phase of this development
is likely to involve some variant of the
ring topology for metropolitan networks, such as is presently evolving in
lbronto, and digital video transmission. The redundant routing capability
of the ring assures greater reliability
and maintainability. Moreover, it can
be designed with plenty of capacity in
each direction and is free from the
upstream noise accumulation inherent
in two-way tree-and-branch networks.
Developments in optical fiber technology are coming so rapidly that what
seems reasonable today is likely to be
obsolete long before it is worn out or
fully depreciated. But waiting for technology to become fully proven and
stabilized for the long haul confronts
the even more serious risk of being
trampled to death by those who chose
not to wait.
The prudent operator will weigh the
costs of correcting the mistakes of
moving too fast against those of hanging back too long. There is no clear or
proper solution to this conundrum. In
a sense, it is what this business is all
about. •
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about unterminated tap ports creating
a situation where the response of the
tap is degraded and an accumulation
of peak-to-valley response could occur
as the signal travels further through
In George Sell's article, "Outsidethe feeder plant.
premise conversion: Who should power?"
Let's review afew basics. As I'm sure
(CED, May 1990, P. 35) he highlights
you know, adistribution system (feeder
the important issue of powering and
line) tap is actually an RF directional
the considerations an operator needs
coupler with its "tap" leg connected
to consider. I was pleased ScientificAtlanta received coverage. However, I to a two-, four- or eight-way splitter
(the four- and eight-way splitters are
am concerned by an inaccurate statement.
combinations
of two-way splitters). This
In the second-to-last paragraph in
is all accomplished within a single
column two, an "unnamed" competitor
referred to results of aScientific-Atlanta/ enclosed housing.
Taps vary in value from roughly 35
Warner field test. Specifically, the
dB
to 4 dB. A 35 dB two-port tap is
number of subscribers and the number
approximately equal to a32 dB direcof power supplies were not correct. The
tional coupler with its tap leg confield test incorporates 213 subscribers.
nected to a two-way splitter. On the
In addition, Warner installed four
additional power supplies, but publicly other hand, an 8 dB two-port tap is
effectively a two-way splitter with one
states that two additional power supleg terminated internally and the other
plies would have been sufficient.
leg connected to another two-way splitEven though everyone was "unnamed" in the paragraph, most of your ter to the output ports.
As you can see, we are dealing with
readers know who is who. The refera wide range of directional coupler
ence to our field test results should
values used within the taps in cable
come from the vendor, or even the
systems. Directional coupler's peak-tooperator—not our competition.
valley response on the "thru" leg can
Angela Bauer
be affected by the quality of the
Scientific-Atlanta
termination at the "tap" leg. The
degree to which the "thru" response
is affected varies to a large degree by
the value of the directional coupler. For
example, a 20 dB or 30 dB directional
coupler response would not be greatly
affected by the "tap leg" termination,
Recently, a question arose at my
company: "Is it really necessary to
whereas a 3 dB or 6 dB directional
terminate unused tap ports—not for coupler's response could be noticeably
affected.
security, but for system response?"
Keep in mind that the internal
Now we seem to be at adeadlock on the
splitter arrangements within the tap
subject. It seems to me that if you did
present acertain degree of match to the
not terminate unused tap ports, system
tap leg of the internal directional
response would be greatly inaccurate
coupler inside the tap. For example,
compared to asystem in which all tap
an unterminated two-way splitter will
ports were terminated. Remember, this
typically force a7dB match (assuming
question has nothing to with security;
there are no stray parasitic effects, 3.5
just system response.
dB loss on the incident wave and 3.5
I read CED monthly and save all
dB loss on the reflected wave). An
issues for future reference. As such,
unterminated four-way splitter will
would it be possible for CED to print
typically force approximately 7dB x2,
this topic in your excellent magazine?
Please answer this major question for or 14 dB, of match to the internal
directional coupler tap leg. This effect
use as an industry.
helps greatly in presenting a good
Scott Mann, Dimension Cable
match to the "tap" leg and therefore
Rancho Palos Verdes, Calif.
has a positive benefit to the "thru"
We took this question to Tom Jokerst,
response of the tap overall.
an engineer working for Continental
Because taps are directional couplers
Cableuision and a member of the CED
with two-, four- or eight-way splitters
Board of Consulting Engineers. He connected to the "tap leg" of the
responds:
directional coupler, it becomes apparIassume when you are referring to
ent that the system response could be
"system response" you are concerned
affected by having unterminated ports.

Inaccurate
statement

The advantages
of termination
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However, this occurs most noticeably
with the lower value taps. Keep in
mind that all taps are not created
equal. Taps used in your particular
system may be good or poor with regard
to the response flatness with unterminated or under-terminated ports.
To find the cutoff value where your
taps need to be terminated, you should
do some testing. Get out the sweep
generator and sweep the different
brands and values of your system's taps
while varying the terminations on the
tap ports. Iwould suggest using drop
cable equal to your average drop length
connected to a set-top terminal as a
"real life" terminator for half of the
tap ports, and 75 ohm F-terminators for
the other half.
You should use some feeder cable of
approximately 150-foot lengths between
the taps to simulate your cable plant.
This should allow you to make amore
informed decision as to system response effects of unterminated or underterminated tap ports. (Remember, when
making your final determination on
whether "to terminate or not to terminate" that a major contribution of
system response problems, particularly
in older systems, are related to the
integrity of the many connections that
exist in our systems.)
But wait a minute! Are there any
other issues to discuss regarding terminating unused tap ports? How about:
• Drop system response.
• Feeder line reflections.
• Protection of the tap ports from
corrosion and the effects of weather.
• Two-way return system ingress.
• RF isolation from drop to drop.
• Security.
Let's touch on each of these briefly.
Drop system response. If unused
tap ports are not terminated, the response of the system through that
device's tap ports can be slightly affected. This is no different than ahouse
drop splitter being unterminated. Is
this aproblem? Maybe yes, maybe no.
Do the peak-to-valley response errors
accumulate or do they cancel? It could
be either way. In any case, there is
generally a "gentle" response discontinuity associated with unterminated splitters (or tap ports). Generally, no deep notches exist such as those
that can accumulate on a trunk or
feeder line. If you don't want system
response errors to accumulate, terminate the ports.
Feeder line reflections. Can unterminated ports on taps cause reflection
in the system? Yes, and especially on

"self terminating" taps. Take the case
of the 4 dB two-port tap. This is
'essentially a power blocked two-way
vlitter connected to the tap ports. If
his tap is used on a long feeder line
und if neither tap port is terminated,
'hen the tap input does not provide a
good match to the feeder line. Reflections can then result, possibly causing
ghosts in the picture.
This kind of "ghost," while possibly
not being severely noticeable in the
* pictures, could detrimentally impact
speed vertical blanking interval
data used for baseband addressability,
?U. (Remember, if the drops are short,
r they may not be that great of amatch
to the tap—you may need to "force" a
34
' match in this instance.) Ipersonally
would prefer to avoid the use of selfterminating taps, especially the twoport variety.
' Reflections can also occur when ter
minators are not used on low value tap
ir,', ports due to the signal reflecting from
the open tap ports back through the
splitter and directional coupler to the
tap input. This reflection then travels
upstream from the tap input back up
'the feeder line and is reflected each
time it sees adiscontinuity.
Return system ingress. Is your
it.
system using two-way? Do you have
problems with ingress? Most system
operators I'm familiar with who operate active two-way plant insist on
¿terminating tap ports to prevent the
,
possibility of the tap ports acting as
..',iminiature "point sources" and effecLively funneling ingress back the up,stream path. Ican't say how often this
I 'D
ccurs, but it would also be more
f•:ritical with lower value taps. I feel
,terminating all unused tap ports is a
good two-way plant practice.
Tap port protection. Do you have
corrosion in your system? Are your tap
ports exposed to the elements? If so,
terminating or at least capping them
is advisable if you want to maintain a
good clean electrical contact surface
when the tap port is ultimately used.
Drop-to-drop RF isolation. Can
we get crosstalk between tap ports?
You bet! There may be a situation
where a single conversion cable-ready
TV/VCR exhibits high levels of local
oscillator leakage. This undesired signal "backfeeds" from one subscriber's
drop to the next, or others connected
to the same tap. To minimize the
potential for drop-to-drop interference,
terminators can provide a slight improvement in drop-to-drop isolation.
Security. Do you need or want your
tap ports to be secured? This certainly

e

varies by locale but it can be another
reason on the "plus" side for terminating unused tap ports. If you do this, be
sure you select aproven, quality terminator. Many locking terminators have
ultimately been the cause of substantial signal leakage and ingress because
of corrosion and poor mechanical contact. Tbst them and talk to other users
before you buy.
OK, with all of this said, should we
terminate unused tap ports for feeder

system response reasons alone? It's
probably not mandatory on all taps—
just the lower values. However, when
considering all of the previous issues
mentioned, it is my opinion that terminating unused tap ports is consistent
with good engineering practice in a
modern cable television system.
Thomas R. Jokerst
Director of Engineering
Continental Cable of Ill., Iowa and Mo.
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NANTED!
CED's First Issue

CED will pay you $100 cash if you
have the very first issue of our
magazine. The issue we're looking
for is dated October 1975 and is
labeled Volume I, Number I.
If you have this issue, in good
condition, please call Roger Brown
or Rob Stuehrk, at(303) 393-7449.
But hurry, because only the first
person submitting an issue will
receive the reward. So check your
library and be the first to call to
claim the cash!
_
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there's been some rumblings
and stirring amidst the cable and
roadcast industries over a bit of
spectrum as old as the National Television Standards Committee (NTSC) itself—the vertical blanking interval
(VBI). This prime piece of transmission
real estate is piquing the interest of
various groups who see this "free"
spectrum space as a way to enhance
services, embrace new business or simply to secure additional revenue from
an existing, and necessary, resource.
This important resource, located on
every channel transmitted and containing 10 lines of transmission capacity (for details, see sidebar), has long
been used by such players as the cable
television industry, the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS), A.C. Nielson
and the National Captioning Institute
(NCI) to successfully transmit information to millions of television consumers.
However, the success of such companies has also brought anew awareness
of the VBI. And with that recognition
are more companies who see a way to
put that "free" capacity to use, including the broadcast and cable industries.
"This is like the Oklahoma land rush,"
says Claude Baggett, director of systems engineering for Cable Television
Laboratories (CableLabs). "Everybody
you could possibly think of wants to use
the VBI for something."

Stretching the TJ
capabilities
t
—
through
the VI31

Seemingly everyone
wants control

A few snags
Unfortunately, while many feel there
is plenty of capacity to share, there are
afew problems when it comes to using
and transmitting data via the VBI.
First of all, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) doesn't regulate the VBI except for technical specifications. The Commission allows for
certain types of information services
and test signals to be transmitted,
prohibits the use of Lines 1through 9
to prevent picture interference and has
designated Line 21 for Closed Captioning for the hearing impaired. After
that, anyone "can do what they want
with it," says Jim McNally, chief of
engineering for the Policy Branch of
the FCC.
A second problem concerns the right
of VBI ownership. According to officials
at the FCC, the VBI actually belongs
to the licensee of the TV station
transmitting it. Yet, because there are
no carriage requirements imposed on
cable operators at this time (remember,
there is no must-carry rule), a cable
company is free to strip the VBI if it so
30 Communications Engineering and Design July 1990

desires. It is this possibility of losing
information placed in the VBI that has
some companies scrambling to share
"sacred" lines of the VBI—such as
Line 21 or even going beyond the VBI
into the actual video picture.
The cable industry itself is one of the
first to admit Line 21 looks promising.
Through the EIA/NCTA Joint Engi-

U

VERTICAL BLANKING INTERVAL

s

neering Committee, a subcommittee
has been formed to look at the logistics
of using the VBI to set aVCR timer for
recording as well as using the VBI for
aprogram guide. "Line 21, the Closed
Captioning interval, is one of the prime
candidates," says Bob Burroughs, manager of cable products for Panasonic
and chairman of the Program Identification subcommittee. "The reason for
the possibility of using Line 21 is it
seems to be the only line that is used
for one purpose and people cannot fool
with it." Because Line 21, field one, is
designated for Closed Captioning, the
committee would have to use Line 21,
field two, and work in concert with the
NCI.
Although the Program Identification
subcommittee is currently active, no
final decisions have been made to date.
Some of the suggested applications,
besides an electronic program guide

(EPG) and VCR timer setting (to use
the information in the EPG to program
the VCR) would be to use the in-band
approach for a "Mood Guide" for
subcategories such as sports, westerns
and drama; an in-home program router
for identifying programs which are
routed through aCE-Bus type environment when there are a multiplicity of
sources; and cataloging and editing of
recorded programs with "Program Identification" codes stored in the VBI. 1
"Our conclusion (at this time)," says
Burroughs, "is the program needs to
be standardized in order to be viable.
We're just looking to make a standard
on how you will send information and
how it will be used. By making such a
standard, the various applications...can
be guaranteed by using the standard,
the hardware manufacturers will build
hardware for it and the programmers
will supply information."
Don't wan ito share
However, for others, the answer to
VBI stripping is not in sharing the
single "safe" vertical line. Airtrax, a
company specializing in ad verification, has taken adifferent approach to
avoid being stripped off the signal. It
strips the video in Line 22 and puts in
its place anon-return-to-zero code. The
code gives information about the com-

mercial (whether it ran, how long it
was) and is picked up by a receiver
that looks to make sure everything
that's supposed to be happening, did
indeed happen.
"Line 22 is considered part of the
active picture," says Dick Burden,
consulting engineer for Airil-ax. "And
stations never cut part of the active
picture." AirTrax was able to do this
because "you don't normally see Line
22 because it's at the top of the picture
and the overscan causes you to miss the
first five or six lines," says Burden.
Unfortunately for Air'frax, A.C. Nielson also decided Line 22 was safe and
started using the line for station identification codes. This prompted AirTrax
to commission the FCC for rulemaking
so that "if we're going to share the
line, we have away of sharing it," says
Burden. "It's like having a party line;
that's essentially what you've got."
But going to active video lines is seen
as unnecessary to others. "There are
a lot of VBIs," says Mike Garr, vice
president of marketing and operations
for PBS' National Datacast Service.
"The VBI is part of the 525 lines so it's
always there." Stripping is another
aspect that is not a deterrent to Garr.
"From apractical perspective, it takes
a lot of effort to be able to blank out
some portions of the TV picture, reinsert them and make sure you don't
muck up the rest of the picture."
For Garr, using the VBI is simply
tradition. PBS has been using the VBI
since 1985 to download information to
computers and printers. Two years ago,
the National Datacast Service was
developed to provide an open pipeline
for nationwide coverage of other company's applications. "We take applications that others have developed and
provided the transportation medium,"
says Garr. "Our service uses 10 lines
of the VBI, each aunique data channel.
"We also provide the data insertion
here," continues Garr, "we provide
monitoring of the performance both on
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the network level and the local station level." In addition to
providing multiplexing, addressing and forward error correction, National Datacast reaches all PBS stations, or approximately 78 million households.
One company taking advantage of National Datacasts' VBI
service is the Interactive Network (IN). "Right now, we are
sending our data to PBS in Washington," says Bob Brown, vice
president of engineering for IN. "They put it on satellite and
at the various, individual stations they receive it and use what's
called adata bridge which takes it off anational feed and puts
in on what they broadcast."
Interactive Network was founded in 1988 with financing from
NBC, United Artists, General Electronics, Paul Kagan and Le
Group Videotron and allows users to interact with sports and
game shows. "The thing to remember about this," says Ann
Doremus, assistant product manager for IN, "is it is compatible
with existing television shows. We do not develop our own
programming." If the interaction is with afootball game, users
call the play before the ball is snapped, (a logout signal is sent
once the ball is snapped to prevent registration of a late call)
and the interactive control tells the user how many points he's
scored as well as the total score. At the end of the game, auser
can see how he fared against others playing at the same time
by using the telephone and terminal.
Although currently in beta tests, "the interactive ratings are
two to three times what the Nielson ratings are for these
programs aired at that time," says Doremus.
Potential players
Another potential user who sees no problems with using the
VBI is the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB). "Right
now, broadcasters, by and large, don't deliver anything to the
home in the VBI," says Lynn Claudy, staff engineer for the
NAB. "But there are a lot of potential uses for the VBI in the
future. One we're particularly interested in is aghost canceling
training signal for a receiver that would look like a standard
pulse receiver over the air and knowing what that is supposed
to look like and what it does look like after its been corrupted
by transmission.
"It would benefit the cable industry," says Dan Wells, vice
president of business development for Comsat and chairman of
the technology group on distribution for the advanced television
systems committee (ATSC), when asked about the training
signal. "It would be a picture free of ghosts. But the TV set
manufacturers have alegitimate question of how expensive the
circuitry would be and whether or not the public would pay an
additional amount for it," adds Wells.
Another system being proposed that would also use more than
asingle line of the VBI is by Sitec, acompany that works with
FaxScans, a process that allows facsimiles to be read directly
into acomputer. Sitec's primary intent for using the VBI is for
distant learning applications. The prototype system, which is
now functional, uses six VBI lines, two for data and four for
audio.
Yet, because of the many uses of the VBI, Sitec had aconflict
with line usage. While doing ademonstration, an uplink truck
came in from the University of Alabama that was putting a
vertical interval test signal (VITS) on the VBI. Sitec's audio
wound up on the same line as the truck's identifier, which
caused significant problems. The solution during the demonstration was to turn the identifier off, but "that's the reason
we're going to be delayed (with the product) for 60 to 90 days,"
says Pete Aumann, director of engineering for Sitec. "We need
to redesign such that we can control which lines the downlink
units will receive the proper signals from on our software
32 Communications Engineering and Design July 1990
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Need it now? Then call Midwest CATV. Full line inventory
backed by great service.
Strand (foreign and domestic), trunk, feeder and drop. From a
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304 343-8874
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Lafayette, IN 800 382-7526
Outside IN 800 428-7596
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Outside WV

trand supplier isn't always ablack and
T CATV first and see why.

MIDWEST
CATV
A division of Midwest Corporation

More than supplies. Solutions.

Ready to ship from any of our nationwide warehouses.
Call the Midwest CATV office nearest you. Just tell 'em alittle bird told you where to
find the best service.

stern Region
304 624-5459
800 532-2288

Northeastern Region
Pottstown, PA 215 970-0200
Outside PA 800 458-4524
FAX RESPONSE 1-800-876-2299
ID Code 007

Southern Region
Ocala, FL 800 433-4720
Outside FL 800 433-3765

Southwestern Region
Dallas, TX 214 271-8811
Outside TX 800 421-4334

Western Region
Denver, CO 800 232-9378
Phoenix, AZ 800 782-4566
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C,abletek stocks acomplete line
of accessories for your cable installation needs. Next day delivery
is available anywhere in the USA
on in-stock items.

•
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Upbea tCable-Te c Expo
sh utters reco rds
T
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he CATV re-regulation drumbeat
coming from Washington was reduced to faint rumblings at a primarily upbeat annual Cable-lbc Expo
and engineering conference hosted by
the Society of Cable Television Engineers in Nashville late last month.
With a few notable exceptions, vendors and operators remained highly
optimistic about cable television's future (both short- and long-term) and
focused on the primary technical issues
facing the broadband video industry.
The Expo continued its rise in popularity by setting new attendance figures. According to SCTE staffers, 3,000 Augat's Optiflex AM 1000 offers hybrid
coaxlfiber-trunking
participants, including 1,400 exhibiting personnel and 1,600 registrants,
expected this September.
attended the three-day conference and
Also introduced was the Optiflex
Expo at the Nashville Convention
AM 1000 Fiber 'Blinking System, which
Center.
offers operators the capability of a
Unlike the National Show held a hybrid coax/fiber trunk architecture.
month earlier, there was less discusOptiflex can accommodate standard
sion of industry re-regulation, although
coax and offers modular upgradability
the uncertainty surrounding that subto fiber trunking with the addition of
ject remained a stubborn thought in
up to four plug-in optical receivers.
many people's minds. Vendors, howOther features include a 1 GHz
ever, seemed to concede that some form
platform, dual trunk output ports and
of re-regulation is inevitable, but have
aredundant coaxial trunk input. Addibegun to look to overseas markets to
tionally, Optiflex can accommodate
offset losses incurred stateside.
push-pull, power doubling or feedforOne gauge of the Expo's growing
ward trunk amplifiers. Local and reimportance is the number of new
mote status monitoring enables techniproducts which were announced and
cians to monitor AC current, voltage
displayed during the proceedings. Hardand temperature. According to Augat/
ware vendors, wishing to avoid being
LRC officials, the Optiflex is projected
overshadowed at the huge NCTA conto be available in the first quarter of
fab are, in many cases, now focusing
1990. For more info, call (607) 739-3603.
their product introductions for the
Cabletime
SCTE gathering. What follows are
highlights from the 1990 event:
Cabletime, aEuropean company exAugat/LRC
Augat/LRC made two announcements
at this year's SCTE. The first was the
official introduction of the new Push-NLock indoor premise F-connector. Designed with ease of use and dependability in mind, the Push-N-Lock uses a
standard 1/4 inch to 1/4 inch prep,
offers universal fit to any port and
compatibility with RG-59 and RG-6
cables. The Push-N-Lock features one
piece construction, which simplifies
installation. One push locks the indoor
drop connector in place, and provides a
positive RF seal. Augat/LRC has units
in beta test now, with full production
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hibiting at this year's SCTE, unveiled
its new switched star system. Dubbed
Cablestar, the switch is in use in
various European sites and is said to
deliver cable TV, data and telecommunications services into the home.
The system offers channel capacity of
up to 550 MHz per trunk, with a
standard dual trunk capability—
giving operators up to 1 GHz of spectrum. Services offered with Cablestar
include channel tiering, impulse PPV,
audience analysis, telephony, interactive television and data.
Exhibited at the show was an electronic mail system that enables subscribers in a cable network to send
messages over the network with an
alphanumeric keypad in the home.
Also demonstrated was the Cablephone
service, where telephony is integrated
onto the drop cable of the network so
that one cable delivers TV, telephony
and fax into the home. For more info,
contact Cabletime at (0635)35111 in
Berkshire, England.
Cable Prep
Cable Prep, adivision of Ben Hughes
Communication Products Co., has
introduced a new drop cable stripping
tool for RG-6 and RG-59 cable. Called
the CPT 6590, the new tool features a
lifetime warranty, safety yellow color,
industry standard stripping dimensions, non-adjustable steel blades and
replaceable snap-in blade cartridges.
According to Cable Prep officials, the
new tool removes the cable jacket, cuts
the foil and braid, and exposes the
center conductor in one step. For more
information, call (203) 526-4337.
Channell Commercial Corp.

Cabletime's new switchstar interactive
cable TV system, CABLESTAR

Two announcements have been made
by Channell Commercial—the introduction of the Signature Pedestal Housing
line and Integral Corp.'s enhanced
Cablecon line. The Signature Pedestal
Housings represent an investment of
$2.8 million in research, design and
tooling, and offer several new features
such as optional flame retardant materials, removable snow reflectors, three
types of security measures, and unconditionally guaranteed ABS plastic maCommunications Engineering and Design July 1990 39

University and has served the cable
industry for 14 years. Krone will be
responsible for the distribution of all
products, with particular emphasis on
the Matrix on-premise addressable system.
In product news, Midwest CATV
announced an expansion of the
SyncIhick program, which will service
the East Coast and Dallas regions. The
Sync program is a "warehouse on
wheels" approach that offers operators
materials management and just-intime inventory control. Also, Midwest
announced it will begin distributing
Preformed Line Product's Fiberlign
micro fusion splicer. Priced at under
$5,000, the fusion splicer offers ease of
use and low splice loss, according to
Midwest officials.
Finally, Midwest CATV announced
several new features to the Matrix
on-premise addressable equipment. Specifically, enhancements include tonecontrolled security measures, billing
interfaces and an interface with an
ARU (automatic response unit) for
pay-per-view. An ANI (automatic number identification) system to handle
impulse pay-per-view is in development now, according to Krone. Also, a
new engineering facility is under construction in Ocala, Fla. to service
Matrix clients and provide engineering
and technical support. For more info,
call (304) 343-8874.

industrial 386 PC. The equipment is
capable of controlling routing switches,
modems, tape deck controllers, satellite
receivers, tuners, character generators
or any equipment controllable by serial
or parallel port.
The remotely controllable Queue
Master software operates on aseries of
single line instructions entered as text

on a free-form log. Queue Master
controls up to eight ports, and each
port can control up to 100 devices.
Applications include commercial insertion, local origination automation, routing switch automation and tape delayed switching. For more info, call
TPC, (717) 267-3939.
—Roger Brown and Leslie Miller

Will the '90s signal 'boom'
or 'bust' for CATV?

As cable television, satellite,
telephone and other interests proceed
to converge, speculation grows as to
who will be left standing as video
signal deliverers and what form their
networks will take. Generally, (and
perhaps not surprisingly) the conclusion
of apanel discussion convened at the
SCTE annual engineering conference
was that CATV holds amajority of the
trump cards.
The panel, moderated by TransMedia
Partners' Paul Maxwell and consisting
of Jim Chiddix of ATC, 'Ibm Elliot and
Craig Tanner of CableLabs and Gary
Kim of Multichannel News, explored
whether cable TV in the '90s will
continue to be aforce or go the way of
the dinosaur.
Kim led off the discussion by
comparing and contrasting telco
RMT Engineering
architectures with those being embraced
RMT Engineering Inc. signed a $1
by cable operators. He pointed to several
million contract with Jerrold Commucases—most notably ATC's "backbone"
nications to distribute headend, line
and Rogers' ring configuration—where
and distribution equipment. Additionthe networks have begun to resemble
ally, RMT announced plans to expand
each other. The outgrowth of building
its repair service business to nation"ring" networks give cable an
wide status with atwo-day turnaround
opportunity to deliver voice and data
on coast-to-coast business, thanks to a with video.
new contract with Emory Air Express.
In 1987, there were three
A warehouse expansion will accom"alternative access" providers
modate the Jerrold inventory. The
(companies which provide alocal loop
combined effect will enable RMT to
bypass to long distance carriers) in
offer quicker service and lower prices
three different cities, Kim said. lbday,
to alarger customer base, says Chuck
there are 38 providers in 25 cities.
Blanchard, corporate sales director.
Next year, there will be 41 providers
For more info, call (408) 733-4830.
in 28 cities and one of those will be
Jones Lightwave, asubsidiary of Jones
Telecommunication Products Corp.
International, he said.
Headend automation was the focus
Generally, Kim noted that the
of an announcement made by Iblecomnecessary technology (switching
municaton Products Corp. (TPC). In a networks or cellular radio) exists today
joint development and marketing agreeshould cable operators be allowed to
ment with Tim Black Engineering,
deliver voice and data. "Iblcos agree
TPC introduced the Queue Master that ring or mesh networks operating
on anon-switched basis and based on
headend control system. According to
Rick Montgomery, applications engisingle-mode fiber are ideal," wrote Kim
in his technical paper. "CATV could
neer, Queue Master is timed-event
software loaded on a rack-mounted,
be aplayer in this market (business use
42 Communications Engineering and Design July 1990

for voice and data transmission) without
undue difficulty, especially if it
specializes in transmission services
only and does not provide network
termination gear or network integration
services."
Although the revenue potential for
residential voice provision is
characterized as "less clear" by Kim,
Bell Operating Companies have
historically gained $25 per month per
residence for this service. So, Kim
concludes, "If an operator's average
revenue per month from avideo
customer is $30, then the value of a$25
per month customer looms as a
significant contributor to earnings."
Chiddix followed by making an
analogy between the cable industry of
today and the railroad industry of
1900. "Are we now in the 1890s or in
the 1950s? It's up to us," he said.
To avoid stifling future options,
cable operators should look to perform
system upgrades that provide alot of
flexibility and invest the money in the
area of the plant which makes the most
sense. For example, upgrades with
fiber that make use of coaxial cable
wherever possible is asmart move.
However, when it comes time to do
newbuilds, ATC now believes it makes
the most sense to take fiber all the way
to the bridger location and discard
trunk amplifiers altogether.
The elimination of expensive trunk
electronics and cable allows cable
operators to instead invest that money
in fiber—a wide bandwidth medium.
"The rules have changed," said Chiddix.
"Trunk is going to be obsolete."
Through fiber, channel capacity is
increased. It will allow state-of-the-art
to move from 550 MHz upward to 1
GHz or beyond. And while that probably
won't mean 150 channels of 6MHz,
VSB/AM video, it could allow for 70
NTSC channels and asingle, 400-MHz
wide carrier centered at 800 MHz that
could carry avariety of digitized,

Let's face it. Most distributors claim to stock everything you could ever
need in CATV equipment.
We don't.
What we do stock is the most complete line of headend equipment in
the industry Satellite receivers. Modulators. Processors. The entire
range of truly essential headend equipment you need to stay in business or get started. Including the most-trusted names in the industry.
Blonder-Tongue. Sony. R. L. Drake. General Instruments. Cadco. Names that
have earned your respect with years of reliable, top-quality performance.
Better yet, we deliver. Fast. Whether you need another receiver or a
complete headend.
And you can depend on us for the best support and service in the industry.
Period.
After all, it's not what we call ourselves that makes us THE Headend Headquarters.
It's what we deliver.
Midwest Communications. The largest distributor of video equipment in America.
Andd,
end equipme
lete video systems.
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formance specifications cable operators
need.
In fact, according to Pfizenmayer at
Motorola, CableLabs officials have told
him they would like to see improvement at the 450 MHz level considered
the first priority. Pfizenmayer was told
CableLabs would like to see performance improved by 10 dB within the
next four years because digital compression and in-home digital storage
devices (which can download programs
during off-hours, thereby reducing the
need for additional channels) will make
150 channels unnecessary.
"I almost fell out of my chair" upon
hearing this, says Pfizenmayer. "That
was areal surprise to us."
CableLabs officials confirmed that a
study focusing on picture quality is
underway, but chose not to make
further comment until the study is
completed sometime later this summer.
"CableLabs believes the best counter
to telco entry into cable is the improvement of CATV system performance—
and Ithink they're dead right," says
Pfizenmayer.
Regardless, Pfizenmayer believes that
the improvements sought by CableLabs can be made through power
doubling and feedforward devices, but

Lindsay, among others, has developed passives that will handle 1GHz.
at a price penalty. If the achievement
is being sought through better standard devices, Pfizenmayer says he can
provide at least some improvement as
die advancements are made in the lab.
Even if the hybrid manufacturers
could develop 1 GHz products, they'd
have to come back to the CATV industry for proper specs. Hendrix from

CLI Equipment
FCC Compliance Made Easy
RD-1

CLR-4

Low noise, battery
operated, preamplifier, tuneable
Dipole, 16db gain,
50 to 250 MHz.

$45000'

CLM-1000
Leakage field strength meter
50 to 550 MHz. Three meter
equivalent measurements from
10 to 100 ft., audio alarm, non
volatile storage (100
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RS232 port.

$2,95000*

CLIDE -Control

High sensitivity, hand
held leakage detector,
scans 1-4 video carrier
requencys, locator tone
varies with strength
of signal detected.
Standard Channels
2, 3, D & R.

$35000'
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Authorized Sales & Service
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Leakage Index Data Easily

Software program for an easy & inexpensive way to record the
levels & location of signal leakage in ground based inspections.
Repair & FCC logs simplified. IBM PC Compatible. se 9500 .
Save $100. when you purchase
CLIDE with CLM-1000, $595.

=,' 41111

CAni
SERVICES

Philips says it would be easy to extrapolate today's distortion parameters
and relate them to 1 GHz actives, but
wonders if that makes the most sense.
Some reassessment needed?
"Someone has to realistically assess
what the limiting factors are in acable

*** CABLE ***

11
A

J1

SEPT.

25

•

TO

27
Far more information coulee
Itagistration Supervisor
Stork Mc. 609-648-1000
atkint
cabie
A

Inside California

Outside California

800/223-3152 800/227-1200

****

show

****

2211 Warm Springs Court, Fremont CA 94539 •415/651-4331
Prices subject to change •Add tax &shipping.
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OFF-AIR,
ON-LINE,
WORLD-WIDE
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The Leader in Off-Air Antennas
is Taking aHard Line in
Distribution Electronics.
Lindsay's off-air antennas are the standard of
performance in CATV systems. Now, Lindsay is
setting the standard again with its Hard Line
distribution electronics.
Lindsay continues to be amajor supplier of both
active and passive electronics for CATV systems in
Europe and North America. And, as the miles of
installed Lindsay distribution plant grows in the
U.S., the reasons for the Hard Line's success axe clear.
a 100% tested to assure reliability.
•Local stocking for rapid delivery.
•Technical innovation that solves problems for system
operators before they become subscriber problems.
•Afull line of amplifiers, line extenders and
passives for all bandwidths.
The Lindsay Hard Line distribution products provide
the same high quality and technical performance
found in our off-air communication and CLI antennas.
To find out more, write David Atman at 50 Mary
St., Lindsay, Ontario, Canada K9V4S7 or call
705-324-2196 and receive the 1990 Lindsay
Products Catalog.

Reader Service Number 24

system," he says. "Maybe some of the
(specifications for composite triple beat,
composite second order and crossmodulation) are more stringent than
they need to be. We must gauge which
are the most important parameters.
"CATV module research is somewhat of a black art," continues Hendrix, "because the performance can't
be modeled. It takes scratching around
on the substrate or trying some new
things. It has to be done on the bench,
not on aCAD machine."
Realistically, component vendors believe the need for 1 GHz is probably
three years away, coinciding with the
time that aNorth American transmission standard for advanced television
is due to be chosen and the proposed
start-up of direct broadcast services
that promise to deliver more than 100
channels of video.
But complicating factors include fiber optics and compression. If the
former is built deep into the system and
the latter is implemented even in
simple 2:1 ratios, wouldn't 550 MHz
equipment be plenty? Perhaps, but
many note those are two very significant "ifs."
Regardless, amplifier vendors continue to apply relentless pressure to
move hybrid manufacturers up the
ladder toward high bandwidth capabilities. They've already introduced
chassis, motherboards and housings
which are capable of accommodating 1
GHz components when they become
available. Cable operators tell them
they don't want to purchase equipment
today only to have it be obsoleted in a
few years. In the meantime, these
suppliers will find customers for extended gear, if not here in the U.S.,
then overseas.
The 860 MHz equipment is already
being sold by C-Cor Electronics, Jerrold Communications, Magnavox
CATV, Scientific-Atlanta, lbxscan and
others to British and European operators who need to operate in the UHF
band and avoid placing converters on
subscribers' TV sets. (Televisions in
Europe are built to receive UHF channels on-channel, without conversion.)
Those 860 MHz devices are currently
good enough to load 30 to 40 channels,
says Bob Young, director of product
marketing for Jerrold's Distribution
Systems Division. Because television
tuners are not of sufficient isolation
quality, channels cannot be arranged
immediately adjacent to one another.
Therefore, signals come into the home
starting at about 470 MHz and are
arranged so that none are adjacent,

says Young.
Lone voice
But what about domestic applications of extended bandwidth? Perhaps
the sole voice in the woods with any
real intention of using 1 GHz equipment soon is Rogers Cablesystems,
presently actively rebuilding all its
Canadian systems with fiber and 550
MHz actives. Rogers, which is working
actively with C-Cor (who, in turn is
working with Motorola) to develop
active product, but doesn't really expect much for about three years, says
Nick Hamilton-Piercy, VP of engineering and technical services at Rogers.
When 1GHz gear is built, Hamilton-

of Scientific-Atlanta's Transmission Systems Division. If that happens, how
quickly can cable respond? I think
we're capable of delivering 100 channels, uncompressed and unaltered,"
says Fellows.
That number would naturally increase if compression schemes are factored in. For example, if DBS plans to
fill 27 transponders at 4:1 compression
ratios to deliver 108 channels, CATV
could use the same algorithm and end
up with the equivalent of 2,200 MHz,
or 2.2 GHz.
Additionally, cable networks have
the luxury of converting from digital
to analog anywhere along the network—
not just at the end.
Right now, when cable operators

CATV amp and power doubler modules extend the range of Philips CATV hybrid
amp module product line. Someday these will be 1GHz-capable.
plan rebuilds, the main questions are
Piercy doesn't believe operators will
"How much fiber do I need?" and
load it with 150 channels of video.
"Can Ieventually get to 100 channels
"Probably not," he says, because not
with this equipment?" Fellows says.
all channels will be 6 MHz wide. And
Present development of 1 GHz equipby that time, Rogers will have installed
ment, as Fellows sees it, is plagued by
fiber all the way to the feeders.
the chicken-and-egg problem: He can't
One thing Hamilton-Piercy is not
sell it because the product isn't availconvinced of is the viability of digital
able, but until it's available no one will
compression, especially if it forces opbuy it.
erators to place adecoder in the home.
Although lbxscan, which was among
"Doesn't that ruin the customer
the first to mention 1 GHz as a goal,
friendliness? Isn't it undoing what
hasn't changed its strategy, George
we've been trying to do for the last few
Fletcher, senior VP of corporate maryears? Idon't want to trade off bandketing, concedes that right now it's
width for customer friendliness."
"probably overkill," because the comReal demand for additional channel
bination of its new optical bridger and
capacity beyond the 78 channels presently being offered will come when a 860 MHz ICs gives it a good product
line-up that provides all the channel
competitor can deliver more than that
capacity operators need.
number, says David Fellows, president
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Peaceful coexistence
Fletcher is even more bearish about
1 GHz than most others. He says it
could be five years before adequate ICs
are developed, perhaps longer if fiber
to the bridger is embraced by the
industry. But he doesn't see cornpression as any threat to 1GHz; in fact,
he feels cable operators could actually
operate their plants that high by
delivering both digital and analog
signals.
For example, Fletcher wonders why
traditional analog signals couldn't continue to occupy the 54 MHz to 550 MHz
spectrum, with the digital bitstream
taking up the area from 550 MHz to 1
GHz or beyond. That way, subscribers
with analog TVs would only need
digital-to-analog converters for, perhaps, premium services and digital
TVs would get everything.
Although the domestic market is
sending mixed signals, the internetional operators are beginning to move
toward higher bandwidth equipment,
says John Caezza of Magnavox CATV.
With the luxury of being a sister
company to Philips Components, Magnavox can work closely to assure design
and performance specs of advanced

hybrids meet CATV needs. However,
Caezza and Keith Weil, VP of marketing, agree that U.S. demand is latent,
However, that hasn't stopped Magnavox from introducing a new 600MHz amplifier that is plug compatible
with old 300 MHz hybrids. "Today's
product could take operators to 750
MHz" in some cases, says Weil.
And what is unclear is whether a 1
GHz hybrid could physically be packaged in the same size module as 550
MHz ICs. According to Robert Beaury,
director of marketing at C-Cor, component manufacturers have expressed
some doubt as to whether they can
squeeze the circuitry into today's module package. If not, that has huge
ramifications for the housings and
chassis that have been built today and
tout themselves as 1GHz platforms.
Serious research
Nevertheless, work at C-Cor continues. "We're very serious about this
research," says Beaury. "We're not
just waiting for the hybrid manufacturer to do all the work. One of the
lessons we've learned is to use some of
our own resources to make sure R&D
moves along" in the direction they

need, he adds.
All of this uncertainty hasn't slowed
down the pace of preparationespecially by manufacturers of passive
equipment. Lindsay Specialty Products
is among those who have extended the
bandwidth handling capability of their
hardware from 5MHz to 1,000 MHz.
"With the passives, bandwidth is
no longer an issue for the foreseeable
future," say Lindsay officials. Even
when used in systems with less capacity, the passives contribute lower losses
and greater flatness than before, according to Lindsay spokesmen.
As the natural progression of technology leads component manufacturers
to try different things, performance of
ICs designed for cable amplifiers will
only get better. But it seems clear those
improvements will take time—probably at least two generations of product. But by the time 1GHz is possible,
CATV networks and needs may have
changed—through the installation of
fiber optics and compression technologies—to the point where it's no longer
necessary.
And it's that uncertainty which has
to be sorted out before anyone will
know. •
—Roger Brown
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JCA IS A
STOCKING DISTRIBUTOR
FOR MAGNAVOX
Now that the state of the art in amplifiers can be found at KA,
we think we should raise our voices just alittle to let you know.
With superior aluminum housings, avariety of trunk amplifiers,
line extenders (both with 2-way chassis), and directional taps, is there
any question why we sell Magnavox? For pricing and availability
give us acall.
Reader Service Number 25

Jerry Conn Associates, Inc.
IiY

P.O. Box 444, Chombersburg, PA 11201

(800) 233-7600 (in USA) /(800) 692-7370 (in PA) /FAX (717) 263-1547
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C01111011/SCOPE
TO MEETYC
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Over the past several months, Comm/Scope has undergone one of the most extensive expansJ
programs ever in the cable industry An expansion that is directed at improving both our products an
our production so that we may more effectively meet your needs
You need more cable product. In order to effectively address that need, we added substantià
i
manufacturing capability to our facilities in Catawba, North Carolina. That means more cable for y
Answering one immediate concern. The other one. More bandwidth. You need expanded bandwidt
now for your future expansion needs. And Comm/Scope is ready with an entire family of 1GHz ca,
products we call Extended Reach.
These are not empty promises. More cable production for your present needs and more cab
capacity with our Extended Reach line of products is areality today.
For more information about our Extended Reach cable products, contact your nearest
Comm/Scope representative or call Comm/Scope, Inc. (800) 982 1708 or (704) 324 2200.

OPTICAL
NETWORK DESIGN
MADE EASY
mt

Now enjoy the freedom of atrue outdoor repeater, for unmatched flexibility on the strand.
•You can quickly configure the new Sumitomo Electric Series II VSB-AM optical strand
mount unit as two transmitters; atransmitter and two receivers; or up to four receivers.
Fiber in, fiber out. uThe unit comes complete with abuilt-in, three-tray splice center. Plus
optional status monitoring and coax RF switching •Placing this much capability on the
strand will change the way you think about network design. And that's just the beginning
of what you'll find in our new Series II product line.

4, SUMITOMO ELECTRIC
Fiber Optics Corp.

CONTINUED>.

Rack VI
I
Major Advantages

From STamitomo Electric
Optical transmitters and receivers are not
created equal. Sumitomo Electric has long
been aleading designer and manufacturer
of VSB-AM optical transmission equipment.
One result is our new-generation Series II.
It's transparently compatible with coax cable
TV systems of up to 550 MHz, with builtin advantages like those shown here.
Uniform Specs Save
Management Headaches
Anyone can give you best-of-the-bunch
"hero" lasers that squeeze out an extra dB
or so. But what happens when you face realworld maintenance, repair and replacement
needs? Sumitomo Electric offers asaner
approach: lasers that meet uniformly high
performance specifications in every unit
we make. Result: you get consistent high
performance, plus components that are
interchangeable throughout the network.
Which makes for low-cost spare stocking
— and makes managing the entire system
alot easier.

QUICK-CHANGE MODULES
CUT DOWNTIME

If the need ever arises, you can
swap out asubsystem to put your
unit back on line in seconds. Everything's
plugged or connectorized. The pull-handles
help speed removal and replacement.
FACTORY SETTINGS
MINIMIZE ADJUSTMENTS

All test points are accessed on the clearly labelled
front panel. Inside, you set only the transmitter's
depth of modulation and the receiver's RF level.
Everything else is factory-set for optimum
performance.

TOUGH STEEL COVERS PROTECT
'EVEN THE SUBSYSTEMS

Our philosophy: everything matters. Such as
steel housings for added rack-unit durability. The
assemblies have acarefully finished look about
them, inside and out. It reflects good workmanship:
the care and thought we put into every detail.

LASER ISOLATOR BOOSTS
PERFORMANCE, STABILITY

Not everyone's optical transmitter has an
isolator, areflection-cancelling device
which helps optimize laser performance.
Ours does.
SURFACE-MOUNT ELECTRONICS
ADD NETWORK RELIABILITY

Look for neat, orderly packaging: no jumpers, no
jerry-rigs, no confusion. Our advanced surfacemount electronics, all on one board, are measurably more reliable than conventional wiringand
mounting. All of which minimizes downtime,
simplifies network management.

VSB-AM Optical Transmitters And Receivers
More Packages, More Options
Permit More Flexible
Network Engineering

SPECIFICATIONS

Transmitter
I.

STRAND MOUNT. Install any
combination of transmitters and/or
receivers. Local alarms help quickly
pinpoint system status.

cox re

RACK UNIT

I

Receiver

OPTICAL

IN
Bandwidth
50-550 MHz
Level
25±5 dBmV
Impedence .. 75 ohms
Return Loss . 14 dB Min
Connector
F-Female

OUT
Source ....DFB-LD
Wavelength. 1310 nm
Isolator ....Yes
Avg Power .4mW (set)
Out ut. ...Pi ril (5 m)

OUT
Bandwidth
50-550 MHz
Level
25 ±5dBmV
Impedence .. 75 ohms
Return Loss
14 dB Min
Connector . F-Female

IN
Detector ... PIN-PD
Wavelength 1310 nm
Performance SEE GRAPH
Input
Pigtail (5m)

NOTE: Rack Mount Chassis Accommodates Two Units — Either
Transmitters or Receivers or one of each.

STRAND UNIT
Transmitter
Forward

RACK MOUNT. Two half-height
transmitter and/or receiver units
are supported by asingle 2RU
chassis/power supply.

SUMINET 5840 SERIES II

Receiver
Forward

cox RF

OPTIC_AL

IN
Bandwidth
.50-550 MHz
Level
30 ±5dBmV
Impedence .. 75 ohms
Return Loss . 14 dB Min
Connector . Standard 5/
8x24

OUT
Source ....DFB-LD
Wavelength. 1310 nm
Isolator. .. .Yes
Avg Power .4mW (set)
Ou ut. ... ' il (2 m)

OUT
Bandwidth
50-550 MHz
Level
25 ±5dBmV
Impedence .. 75 ohms
Return Inss
14 dB Min
Connector .. Standard / x24

IN
Detector ... PIN-PD
Wavelength 1310 nm
Performance SEE GRAPH
Input
Pigtail (2 m)

IN
Bandwidth
.5-30 MHz
Level
30±5 dBmV
Impedence .. 75 ohms
Return Loss
14 dB Min
Connector .. Standard / X 24

OUT
Source ....DFB-LD or FP
Wavelength. 1310 nm
Isolator ....Yes
Avg Power .4mW (set)
Output ....Pi ril (2 m)

OUT
Bandwidth
5-30 MHz
Level
25±5 dBmV
Impedence .. 75 ohms
Return Loss
14 dB Min
Connector .. Standard / x24

I
N
Detector ...PIN-PD
Wavelength 1310 nm
Performance SEE GRAPH
Input
Pigtail (2 m)

5 8

Transmitter
Return

5 8

POLE MOUNT. Rugged pole mount
for optical transmitters and receivers.

Receiver
Return

58

Design Performance vs. Attenuation

NOTE: Strand Housing accommodations: Up to 4receivers or one
transmitter (Forward or Return) and two receivers or two
transmitters. Also, it can be configured as arepeater with
one receiver and transmitter.

—65 dB Composite Triple Beat
—60 dB 2nd Order Products
1117‘111 —65 dB Cross Modulation Products
ma
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65

7.5

8.5

9.5

Optical Loss (dB)

10.5

11.5

GENERAL

RACK UNIT

STRAND UNIT

Power

110/220 VAC
50/60 Hz 30 W/unit
0° Cto 40° C
Max 85% RH
EIA 19" Rack Mount
39/
1
o" High (2 RU)
25 lbs Max

30/60 VAC
50/60 Hz 30 W/unit
—20° Cto 50° C
Max 100% RH
18 3
/"Lx 8" H x7" D
4

Operating Temperature
Operating Humidity
Dimensions
Weight
Splice Ctr

25 lbs Max
3Tray (12 Fibers)

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

40,SUMITOMO ELECTRIC
Fiber Optics Corp.

YOUR LIGHT SUPPORT SYSTEM

78 Alexander Drive • ReseardiTrianglePark,NC 27709 3 (800) 358-7378 or (919) 541-8100 u Fax (919) 541-8297
Member of the Sumitomo Electric !Muscles, Ltd. Group

IS EXPANDING
1111 NEEDS.

Comm/Scope,Inc.
THE Cable in Cable TV.

Comm/Scope, Inc., PO Box 1729, Hickory, NC 28602.
Phone: (800) 982-1708 or (704) 324-2200.
Fax: (704) 328-2400. Telex: 802-166.
Reader Service Number 26

FAX RESPONSE 1-800-876-2299
ID Code 026

ADVERTISEMENT

AMalialierALLBOOK
The following companies have paid
afee to have their listing appear in the
Amplifier Callbook

California

Manufacturers

AUGAT

AUGAT
COMMUNICATIONS
GROUP INC.

Augat Comm. Group
206) 932-8428
FAX
(206) 938-8880
2414 S.W. Andover St.
P.O. Box 1110
Seattle, WA 98111
PERSONNEL: Sherwood Hawley, Cindy
Thormahlen
DESCRIPTION: Augat Broadband manufactures
replacement electronics as well as its own
comprehensive line of trunk, line, drop and
multiple-dwelling amplifiers. All of which utilize
the latest hybrid technology for superior
performance. The most recent addition to the
Augat Broadband line is the revolutionary new
Multi-Port Channel Controller (MPCC), an offpremise addressable security system for MDU
applications.

BLONDER
TONGUE
L A

BDR

A

TOR

IES

Blonder Tongue
(201) 679-4000
Laboratories Inc.
FAX
(201) 679-4353
One Jake Brown Rd.
Old Bridge, NJ 08857
PERSONNEL: James A. Luksch, President; Robert
J. Palle, Executive Vice President
DESCRIPTION: Full line of low noise amplifiers,
broadband amplifiers, preamplifiers, prefabricated
headends, antennas, downconverters, earth station
receivers, channel converters, modulators,
demodulators, power supplies, off-premise systems,
scramblers, encoders, audio processors, signal
processors, and passives.

C1C0

ELECTRONICS INC

C-COR Electronics, Inc
(814) 238-2461
WATS (National)
(800) 233-2267
WATS (In PA)
(800) 356-5090
FAX
(814) 238-4065
60 Decibel Rd.
State College, PA 16801
PERSONNEL: John Hastings, Director of Sales—
CATV; Dick Taylor, National Sales Manager—
CATV
DESCRIPTION: C-COR, aleader in distribution
electronics for the CATV industry features afull
line of amplifiers from 330 to 550 MHz; many are
upgradable to 1GHz and available with status
monitoring. C-COR has also expanded its horizons
with aline of innovative amplifiers designed
specifically to meet European market requirements.

Amplifier

California Amplifier Inc.
(805) 987-9000
FAX
(805) 987-8359
TELEX
469193
460 Calle San Pablo
Camarillo, CA 93012
PERSONNEL: Dennis Schwab, Vice President,
Marketing; John Ramsey, Director of Sales
DESCRIPTION: Manufacturer ofhigh performance
low noise microwave amplifiers and downconverters.
Products include C-Band and Ku-Band LNB's,
C-Band and C/Ku Feedhorns, SMATV amplifiers,
phase locked LNBs and VSAT equipment. For
MMDS wireless cable, products include
preamplifiers, downconverters and the
"Beambender" anew microwave signal repeater
which allows wireless operators to bend microwaves
around obstacles to service customers.

ERROLD
J
COMMUNICATIONS
where ,nnovahon ,s airadeten

General Instrument/
(215) 674-4800
Jerrold Communications
FAX
(215) 672-5130
2200 Byberry Rd.
Hatboro, PA 19040
PERSONNEL: William Beck, Robert Young
DESCRIPTION: Jerrold Communications pioneered
the Cable TV industry over 40 years ago, and in
line with the philosophy of technological leadership,
the company designs and manufacturers afull line
of STARLINE distribution equipment. The line
features the new SX trunk amplifier, fully backward
compatible with Jerrold's SJ amplifier chassis, and
accommodates Cableoptics modules.

Lindsay Specialty Prods.
(705) 324-2196
FAX
(705) 324-5474
50 Mary St. W.
Lindsay ONT, Canada K9V 4S7
PERSONNEL: John Bielby, Vice President &
General Mgr.; David T. Atman, Director of
Marketing
DESCRIPTION: Lindsay is aquality manufacturer
of CATV equipment and has been established for
over 30 years. We specialize in system requirements
for small, medium and large builds and rebuilds.
Systems benefit from our wide range of trunk
amplifiers, line extenders, apartment amplifiers,
system passives, directional multi-taps and
bandwidths to 1GHz. Full headend surveys and
commercial antennas of superior quality, complete
our line.

MAGNAVOX
CATV SYSTEMS CO.
Magnavox CATV
Systems, Inc.
In NY
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(800) 448-5171
(800) 522-7464

FAX
(315) 682-9105
100 Fairgrounds, Dr.
Manlius, NY 13104
PERSONNEL: Al Kernes, V.P. of Sales; David
Kozlowski, Manager of Sales Operations
DESCRIPTION: Magnavox CATV manufactures
acomplete line of quality CATV and LAN
broadband products. This encompasses feedforward,
powerdoubling, and conventional amplifiers, taps
and passives, digital, FM, and fully integrated
AM fiber optic components. Also available is stand
alone and integrated status monitoring, headend
equipment and line power supplies.

Quality R.F. Services, Inc.
(407) 747-4998
WATS (National)
(800) 327-9767
WATS (In FL)
(800) 433-0107
FAX
(407) 744-4618
850 Parkway
Jupiter, FL 33477
PERSONNEL: Fred Rogers, President; John
Tinberg, Director of Research and Development
DESCRIPTION: Manufacturers of all types of
Amplifiers including Indoor Distribution (QDA
series) as well as system upgrade modules. All
design criteria includes IGHz technology. Signal
leakage compliance, Local Area Networks, and all
State electrical code requirements. Complete
laboratory and computer analysis available for
any system needs in question.

Scientific
Atlanta

Soloininc-Allanto
(404) 441-4000
FAX
(404) 925-5445
Box 105027
Atlanta, GA 30348
PERSONNEL: Mac Kaiser, 'limy Pierson
DESCRIPTION: Scientific-Atlanta offers acomplete
line of 450 and 550 MHz trunk stations in either
push-pull, parallel hybrid, feedforward, or distortion
improved Fr configurations. Dual Pilot ACM's,
Status Monitoring, and Reverse can be added to
any station. Fully loaded feedforward upgrades
are possible in any Scientific-Atlanta trunk housing
ever shipped.

TRIPLE CROWN #01>
ELECTRONICS
Triple Crown
(416) 629-1111
Electronics Inc.
WATS (National)
(800) 387-3205
FAX
(416) 629-1115
4560 Fieldgate Dr.
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada LAW 3W6
PERSONNEL: Charles Evans, President; Karl
Poirier, Vice President
DESCRIPTION: 'friple Crown Electronics
manufactures indoor and outdoor distribution
amplifiers in most configurations and bandwidths
for any application. Hotel impulse pay-per-view
systems are available with or without video
checkout and messaging and are designed to
interface with any part of an existing installation.
Complete pre-packaged headend electronics are
available as systems or individual satellite receivers,
modulators, processors and stereo generators for
all TV formats worldwide.

ADVERTISEMENT

Jerrold, S.A., Magnavox, C-COR and others. Full
line of parts and replacement modules available.
Additional services include sales, service and parts
on all makes/all models of converters. Factory
Qualified and/or Authorized service for Oak,
Panasonic, Jerrold and Scientific-Atlanta.
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Repair

"PRODUCTS WITH INTEGRITY"
VIewsonics Inc.
(516) 921-7080
WATS (National)
(800) 645-7600
MX
(516) 921-2084
170 Eileen Way
Syosset, NY 11791
PERSONNEL: Abram Ackerman, President;
Cynthia Brown, General Manager
DESCRIPTION: Manufacturers of over 30 types
of amplifiers, from 550 MHz to 860 MHz, splitters,
taps, headend equipment, filters, step attenuators,
equalizers, test equipment, MDU enclosures, the
patented Locinatoe" Security System and many
more.

Distributors
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WATS (National)
(800) 382-2723
1023 State St.
Schenectady, NY 12301
PERSONNEL: Robert Price, Sales; Joe King,
National Accounts
DESCRIPTION: All makes/all models line amp
sales and service. 'hunk, line and distribution on
Jerrold, S.A., Magnavox; C-COR and others. Full
line of parts and replacement modules available.
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Qualified and/or Authorized service for Oak,
Panasonic, Jerrold and Scientific-Atlanta.
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BrocIPTS
(518) 382-8000
WATS (National)
(800) 382-2723
1023 State St.
Schenectady, NY 12301
PERSONNEL: Robert Price, Sales; Joe King,
National Accounts
DESCRIPTION: All makes/all models line amp
sales and service. 'hunk, line and distribution on
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ELECTRONICS INC

C-COR Electronics, Inc
WATS (National)

(814) 238-2461
(800) 233-2267

WATS (In PA)
(800) 356-5090
FAX
(814) 238-4065
60 Decibel Rd.
State College, PA 16801
PERSONNEL: John Foreman, Manager—
EquipmentService Center;JohnHastings, Director
of Sales—CATV
DESCRIPTION: The Equipment Service Center
offers prompt customer service; quick turnaround
on your repair (within 48-hours if it is an
emergency); and afull range of engineering
services. All equipment is repaired to its original
spe
rns1t
cifications,a
t
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manuacturer's equipment.
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(714) 671-2800

MX
(714) 671-1228
1150 W. Central Ave., Suite B
Brea, CA 92621
PERSONNEL: Bill Mason, V.P. General Manager;
Dennis Delnay, National Sales Manager
DESCRIPTION: Complete repair facility
special izing in all brands of distribution equipment.
Support center for all Century III products.
New/used/refurbished equipment sales. Engineering
services and equipment upgrades. We feature the
highest quality and fastest turn around time in the
industry. Give us acall.

LA SERIES DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS

BEFORE YOU FILL
THIS SPACE....

TAKE THE TIME TO
FILL THESE SPACES

COMPARE FEATURES

LA5000 YOUR
SERIES BRAND

Automatic Level Control

v.•

Selectable Equalizers & Slope Bandwidth

1..•

No Plug-In Pads or Equalizers Required

1.--•

High Efficiency Switching Supply

,.--

External Matched Test Points

.--

Universal Entry Ports

,--•

Input and Interstage Controls
The Triple Crown LA Series distribution ampli ¡ers offe
performance, features and flexibility unavailable from most
competetive products. Our wide range of push-pull and power
doubling models can be configured to exactly meet your
go
needs.

A

TRIPLE CROWN
ELECTRONICS

u•

TIN;

4560 Fieldgate Drive, Mississauga. Ontario Canada L4W 3W6 Tel: 1(416) 629-1111 Fax: 1(416) 629-1115
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Realize The Promise Of The Future
Without Sacrificing
Your Investment Of The Past

J

errold Communications has teamed with Cable Television's
leading engineers to bring you the best of all worlds with the
SX Amplifier. You can now expand and upgrade your system
without sacrificing your SJ amplifier investment or missing out on the
latest technology.
Jerrold's SX Amplifier fully supports over two decades of our SJ
technology. At the same time, it is so advanced that our XSeries and
CableopticsTM technology is supported as well.

MOVE FORWARD
WHILE REACHING BACK
Future SX channel capacity to 750 MHz has been designed into
the passive features. Currently, afull 550 MHz active design combines
with improved noise figure and distortion performance to supply
whatever services your customers need. Depending on your system
requirements, you can choose among FeedForward, Power Doubling
or Quadrapower® technologies. All SX test points are easily
accessible, plus only three tools are
needed for set-up, cutting SX installation
time to aminimum. A superior heat
dissipation capability translates into
long-life and long-term SX reliability.
All of this underscores Jerrold's
continuing commitment to cable
television through the research and
development of technology that supports
the dependable Jerrold equipment that is
in service today.
To find out how the new SX
Amplifier can move your system forward, get in touch with your
Jerrold Communications account representative or contact us at 2200
Bybeny Road, Hatboro, PA 19040, 215/674-4800.

COMMUNICATIO••
J

ERROLD

_

SX Modular Design Offers You:
• 750 MHz Design For Upgrades
• SJ Chassis Backward Compatibility
• X Electronics Compatibility
CableopticsTM Adaptability
Simple Routine Maintenance
Easy Test Point Access

SX Housing with SJ Electronics

SX Housing with New SI Electronics

_

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT

Tests have shown that a modulation
level of 50 percent most closely approximates live video results. Each
carrier is zero percent modulated for 8
p.sec, and 50 percent modulated for 56
p.sec, for a total of 64 µsec. This is not
precisely the horizontal timing interval, but it is sufficiently close to yield
acceptable results.
This pattern continues for atotal of
15.36 msec, followed by a 1.02 microsecond interval of zero percent modulation, which simulates the vertical sync
interval. Each test signal modulator
has its own crystal oscillator, so there
is no correlation of timing among the
modulated carriers.

Cross Modulation
80

70

o
6°

50
40

Test results
The results of this simulated video
signal generator were made by Louis
Williamson at the American Television
and Communications laboratories 2.An
optical transmission set with a laser
source, alength of fiber and adetector
was tested, using simulated video signals. The same equipment was then
tested with CW carriers from acommon
test signal generator, and with live
video carriers generated at a typical
headend. In each test, the transmitter

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Input Level (dBmV)
Random Modulation

Headend

Synchronous Cross-Modulation
Figure 5
was driven with various RF power
inputs, ranging from 10 dBmV to 16
dBmV. The performance of the system
under each test is given as a function

of the input drive power.
Carrier-to-noise test. As predicted,
there is little variation in the carrier-tonoise (C/N) performance of the tested

The NCTA Science and
Technology Department

OUTSTANDING

is seeking aDirector of Engineering.
The successful candidate for this
position should have aBSEE or the
equivalent and be capable of performing engineering calculation. He
or she must also have experience in
hands-on engineering and be able to
troubleshoot and repair equipment.
Also desired is some experience in
standards setting, interpreting the
rules and regulations of regulatory
bodies, and managing the day-today technical concerns of a cable
system.

Cable Prep's RTH-4500 Ratchet T Handle for ease of operation

This is ahighly visible position with a
competitive salary. Please send a
resume, letter of interest, and salary
requirements to:

•Easy to install on any coring or stripping/
coring tool with a3/8" shaft with 3flats.
•Can be purchased separately or at a
discounted price with anew CABLE PREP
SOT or OCT tool.
•Self contained unit- maintenance free.
•Fully backed by Cable Prep.
•Competitively priced. •Made in the U.S.A.
•Service-oriented manufacturer.

Wendell H. Bailey
Vice President, Science and
Technology
National Cable
Television Association
1724 Massachusetts Ave. NW
Washington, NC 20036

IN STRENGTH AND PERFORMANCE

Copynght 1989 Ben Hughes Commurecauon Products Co.
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So user friendly it can be used
with our competitors tools!

cable prep
BEN HUGHES COMMUNICAT ION FTROOGTI
.Is

207 Middlesex Avenue, P.O. Box 373
Chester, Connecticut 06412.0373
(20315264337 FAX: (203)526-2291

We make yourjob easier!
Reader Service Number 36
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optical link when the testing methods
are changed, because carrier measurements are made during the sync intervals in each case (see Figure 2). The
C/N ratio increases almost linearly
with the increased drive power, because the noise is essentially independent of drive power.
Composite second order tests. Test
results for CSO showed aclose correlation between the live video tests and
the simulated video signal tests (see
Figure 3). The results obtained with
CW carriers are 6 dB lower across the
drive power range. CSO figures decrease uniformly with increases in
drive power, demonstrating that the
laser and detector were not saturated.
Composite triple beat tests. Once
again, the results obtained with the
live video signals and the simulated
video signals are very nearly equal.
The tests performed with CW carriers
show a variation of 11 dB in performance as compared to the other test
methods (See Figure 4).
Cross-modulation tests: The tests
performed with CW carriers present
some problems in this parameter, in
that the results did not decrease monotonously with increases in drive
power. In any case, the results obtained
were 20 dB to 30 dB lower than the
results obtained with live video signals. We believe that the erratic behavior of the system is caused by the laser
being heated and cooled at the 15 kHz
modulation rate, when all carriers are
in phase. The cross-modulation tests
performed with the simulated video
signals demonstrate a 3 dB to 5 dB
better performance than the live video
signals (See Figure 5).

conjunction with performance requirements based on CW carrier tests. •

compiling and publishing the results.
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Conclusions
The test results confirmed our understanding of the system behavior. The
results obtained with simulated video
signals provide the best approximation
of results obtained with live video
signals, with the necessary characteristic of being repeatable form one optical
system to another. We believe that this
modulation scheme will be useful in
comparing laboratory tests and field
tests.
The use of simulated video signals
for performing C/N, CSO and CTB tests
and for establishing equipment specifications is proposed as astandard. This
will ease the communication difficulties which currently exist between
manufacturers and users of optical
electronics components. The reader must
be cautious not to use measurements
made with simulated video signals in

Tap Port Cleaner

Torque Wrench

and F-Connector
Fitting Push-On Tool

Call Toll Free 1-800-678-4510 for your
nearest representative for more details.
ENGINEERED TO MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
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9202 East 33rd Street, Indianapolis, IN 46236
800/344-2412 Toll Free 317/895-3613 (FAX)
317/895-3600 244-334 (TLX) (RCA)
CONTACT YOUR TRIUTHIC REPRESENTATIVE
Winfield Scott &Assoc.
Horizon Cable Supply
Cable Products, Inc.
P. O. Box 1149
1021-A Calle Recodo
288 King Arthur Dr.
Grapevine, TX 76051
San Clemente, CA 92672
Lawrenceville, GA 30245
817/488-0029
714/361-2011
404/962-6133
NC Supply Co., Inc.
Com-Tek
lntek, Inc.
D. F. Countryman Co.
1746 E. Chocolate Ave.
1710 W. 9th St.
P. O. Box 487
540 N. Fairview
Hershey, PA 17033
Sedalia, MO 63501
Daleville, IN 47334
St. Paul, MN 55104
717/5334982
816/826-3011
317/759-8122
612/645-9153
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Don't forget
COMPLIANCE

dismissal of the filing and/or application.
Reproduced copies of Form 155 are
permissable. The
Form may be obtained on page 77
of this issue of
CED and reproduced for your use.
Other sources in-

dude the FCC's Operations Support
Division, Service and Supply Branch,
Consumer Assistance and Small Business Division, and all FCC field offices.
Part of a new order
The new procedure is the result of a
FCC order which, in essence, allows the
Commission to charge fees to help
recover administrative costs associated
with the filings as well as speed the fee
processing procedure.

CLIDE

Control Leakage Index Data Easily
A

powerful solution to your system's CLI Management problems.
Easy to use •Menu driven for ease of operation
Wide selection of printed reports •Inexpensive

CLIDE is asoftware program designed and developed by acable TV engineer to aid CAN technicians in
controlling RF signal leakage in their cable TV system.
CLI DE is an easy and inexpensive way to monitor the level of signal leakage. It can be done with low cost
ground based inspection rather than costly aerial flyovers. CLIDE uses the data accumulated during
ground based monitoring to calculate the system's Cumulative Leak Index. This data and subsequent
repair data is stored and printed to form aFCC leakage report log. Records are greatly simplified.
CLIDE is menu driven for ease of operation. A wide selection of printed reports are available.
Unrepaired leaks may be sorted by leak intensity and/or leak location.
Minimum hardware required: Leakage detector, IBM PC/XT/AT or compatible with 640K RAM, Dos 3.1
or higher, hard disk, single floppy diskette and 80 column printer.

Get the facts before you buy. Remember,
all software is "not created equal!"

If you are dissatisfied with your existing
CLI Management Software package,
contact TPC for database conversion
details.

Sold and supported by acompany known for their genuine customer support!

Telecommunication Products Corporation
1331 South 7th Street, P.O. Box 476, Chambersburg, PA 17201
Telephone: (717) 267-3939
Reader Service Number 40
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The new fee schedule is expected to
result in the collection of an additional
$20 million per year by the Treasury,
which effectively doubles the amount
taken in through the previous fee
structure. However, the number of
applications to be processed by the
Commission will triple, from approximately 268,000 to nearly 750,000.
But in these days of tight federal
budgets and scarce personnel, the Commission has chosen to utilize alockbox
banking service to handle the extra
load. This lockbox bank acts as the
filing and processing agent for the
Commission, working 24 hours a day.
The lockbox opens mail, processes funds,
records the data and returns areceipt,
usually within 24 hours of receiving
the funds.
The bank which will be used is the
Mellon Bank in Pittsburgh. All CATV
related filings should be sent to the
following address:
Federal Communications Commission
Mass Media Services
P.O. Box 358205
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15251-5205
So, if you're about to file an aeronautical frequency usage notification (and
you might, because it's a very important issue to the FCC as it begins to
inspect systems for signal leakage),
make sure you utilize the new Form
155 and attach a check for $35 per
system notification.
Regarding frequency offsets, remember the FCC requires that: 1) cable
operators be on the correct offset and
2) it be properly notified of what offset
you're using. Why? Because if leakage
were to occur from your system, it won't
be directly on top of a frequency used
by an aeronautical service.
Staying in compliance
According to 'Ibd Hartson, vice president of engineering at Post-Newsweek
Cable, there are two ways to get on the
wrong frequency: 1) by not changing
equipment to a ±12.5 kHz or ±25 kHz
offset (any old offset or the original
nominal frequency like channel A,
121.2500 MHz are no longer correct);
and 2) temperature variation, mechanical shock or substitution of modules can cause frequency drift away
from you it belongs. (For more information on this subject, see "What's your
frequency," CED May 1990, p. 102.)
Anyone with questions related to the
new Form and/or fee structure should
call the nearest field office or the
Commission's fees hotline, (202) 632FEES.
—Roger Brown

FEDERAL

Approved by OMB
3060-0440
Expires

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

FEE PROCESSING FORM

12/31/90

Please read instructions on back of this form before completing it. Section IMUST be completed. If Section
are applying for
concurrent actions which require you to list more than one Fee Typ e Co de, you must al
so complete Section
IL This form
must accompany all payments. Only one Fee Processing Form may be submitted per application or filing. Please type or print
legibly. All required blocks must be completed or application/filing will be returned without action.
SECTION

I

APPLICANT NAME (Last, first, middle initial)

MAILING ADDRESS (Line 1) (Maximum 85 characters - refer to Instruction (2) on reverse of form)

MAILING ADDRFAS (Line 2) (if required) (Maximum 85 characters)

CITY

STATE OR COUNTRY (if foreign address)

ZIP CODE

CALL SIGN OR OTHER FCC IDENTIFIER (If applicable)

Enter in Column (A) the correct Fee Type Code for the service you are applying
Fee Filing
the value

Guides. Enter in Colimn (B) the Fee Multiple,

found

in FCC

from multiplying

of the Fee Type Code in Cokrnn (A) by the number entered in Column (B), if any.

(A)
(1)

for. Fee Type Codes may be

if applicable. Enter in Column (C) the result obtained

(B)

FEE TYPE CODE

SECTION

(C)

FEE MULTIPLE
(if required)

II

—

To be used only when you are requesting concurrent
requirement

(A)

FOR FCC USE ONLY

actions which

result in a

to list more than one Fee Type Code.

(5)

FEE TYPE CODE

FEE DUE FOR FEE TYPE
CODE IN COLUMN (A)

FEE MULTIPLE
(if required)

(C)
FEE DUE FOR FEE TYPE
CODE IN COLUMN (A)

FOR

ONLY

(4)

(5)

ADD ALL AMOUNTS

SHOWN

IN COLUMN

C, LINES (1)

THROUGH (5), AND ENTER THE TOTAL HERE.
THIS

AMOUNT SHOULD

EQUAL YOUR ENCLOSED

TOTAL AMOLNT REMITTED
WITH THIS APPLICATION
OR FILING

FOR FCC

USE

REMITTANCE.

This

form has been authorized

for reproduction.

FCC Form
May

155
1990

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING FEE PROCESSING FORM, FCC FORM 155, May 1990
(1) "Applicant Name" - Enter the name (last, frst, middle initial) of the applicant as it appears
mitted with this Fee Processing Form. If company, enter name which Is used commercially.
(2) "Mailing

Address (Line

(3) "Mailing

Address (Line 2)"

(4) "City"

1)" - Enter the street
- This

address or post

line may be used for

office box number

further

identification

- Enter the name of the city associated with the given street

(5) "State or Country"
the appropriate

- Enter the appropriate

two -digit

on the original application

to which the applicant wishes

of the address

or filing

being sub -

correspondence sent.

if additional space IS requred.

address.

state abbreviation as prescribed

by the U.S. Postal Service.

If adeesS iS foreign,

enter

country name here.

(6) "ZIP Code"

- Enter

the appropriate

five or nine-digit

ZIP code prescribed

by the U.S. Postal Service.

(7) "Call Sign or Other FCC Identifier" - Enter an applicable call sign or unique FCC identifier,
tion or filing. If applying for a service affecting more than one call sign, enter one call sign only.
(8) Column (A), "Fee Type Code" - Enter correct Fee Type Code(s) from the appropriate
be submitted per application or filing. Inaccurate or erroneous Fee Type Codes may result
without further processing.

if any, as shown on your attached

applica-

Fee Filing Guide. Only one Fee Processing Form may
in you- application or filing being retuned to you

(9) Column (B), "Fee Multiple" - Certain applications and filings may request action with respect to more than one station, license, frequency,
or party and can be submitted together with one check if they meet specific conditions. This column is used only if a multiple, i.e., two or more,
is being applied for. Examples of when this would be used are renewing more than one call sign, frequency, station, or the transfer of control of
more than one station. Refer to the appropriate Fee Filing Guide for additional information.
(10) Column (C), "Fee Due For Fee Type Code in Column (A)"
Type Code Shown in Column (A) (tines (x) the fee multiple, if required).

- Enter

in this

block the amount

(11) "Total Amount Remitted With This Application or Filing" - Enter the total
should equal the amount of your check or money order. We will not accept multiple checks.
HOW TO SUBMIT APPLICATIONS

of

lines

(1)

of

the

through

fee

(5)

of

associated

with

Column (C).

This

the

Fee

amount

AND FILINGS

o
Each application or filing should be assembled with the Fee Processing Form stapled to the top of the application with the check placed on
top of the Fee Processing Form. DO NOT STAPLE THE CHECK TO THE APPLICATION OR FEE PROCESSING FORM. Requied copies of applications
should be clearly identified as "duplicate copy" and placed behind the original package. A copy of an application or filing submitted for receipt
purposes only should be placed at the bottom of the submission. Extraneous material and extra copies should be avoided at all times. Failure to
abide by these instructions will delay the processing of your submission.
o
Completed applications or filings should be mailed to the proper address shown in the Fee Filing Guide for the particule service for which
you are applying or making a filing. Applications and filings which are properly addressed to the appropriate P.O. box number may also be hand
delivered to the following address. Applications received before midnight on a normal business day will receive that day's date as the receipt date.
Deliveries made after midnight on Fridays will not be "officially" receipted until the next Monday. Applications received on weekends and government holidays are dated the next regular

business

day.
Federal Communications Commission
do Mellon Bank
Three Meiion Bank Center
525
William Penn Way
27th
Floor, Rm. 153-2713
Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania
(Attentiorx whoiesaie Lockbox

o
A single check, bank draft or money
upon a U.S. financial institution must be

accepted. Do not send cash.

Shift

Supervisor)

order made payable to the Federal Communications commission and denominated in u.s. dollars and drawn
included with each application or filing requiring a fee. No postdated. aitered or third-party checks will be

o

Parties hand delivering applications or filings may receive dated receipt copies by presenting copies of the appiications or filings to the acceptance clerk at the time of delivery. Receipts will be provided for mail-in applications or filings if an extra copy of the application or filing is
provided along with a self-addressed stamped envelope. Only one piece of paper per application or filing will be stamped for receipt purposes.
REMEMBER
o
A separate completed Fee Processing Form is requied
propriate Fee Filing Guide for additional information.

with each application or filing

except

in certain

crcumstances.

Please refer

to the ap-

o
A wrong Fee Type Code or incorrect remittance may result in you application or filing being returned without processing, or result in the
dismissal of you application or filing. Please ensure that FEE TYPE CCOES are correct and that your check or money order equals the amount
shown in the TOTAL AMOljNT REMITTED WITH THIS APPLICATION OR FILING block before submitting you application or filing.
o

If you have any questions
FCC

completing this form, please

NOTICE FOR

INDIVIDUALS

call the Fees Hotline,

REQUIRED

BY THE PRIVACY

202/632-FEES.
ACT AND THE PAPERWORK

REDUCTION

ACT

1, Subpart G of the Commission's rules authorize the FCC to request the information on this form, The information requested iS required in
order to obtain a license or authorization from the Commission. The purpose of the information is to provide a means to link a fee payment to a
specific invoice, application or filing. The information will be used by the Commission to maintain data concerning fees paid to the Commission,
for internal financial control, audit, and reporting purposes. Information requested on this form will be available to the public. Your response is required to obtain a license or other authorization from the Commission.

Part

Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 10 minutes per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information. including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the
Federal Communications Commission, Office of managing Director. washington. DC 20554, and to the Office of management and Budget, Paperwork
Reduction Project (3060-0440), Washington, DC 20503.

FCC Form
May

1990

155 - Instructions

Caveat Emptor*
If you buy RG-6 or RG-59 drop cable,
try this little test.

Measure the overall outside cable diameter witha
micrometer. If it is not .242" (RG-59), or .275"
(RG-6), connectors may not fit properly and
performance might be affected.

Carefully strip jacket off one inch of cable. If you
ordered 67% braid (RG-59) or 61% oraid (RG-6),
make sure %of the foil is covered by braid—not %
or less.

Check the braid impression on the underside of
the removed jacket. Adeep impression indicates
ajacket which is tao tight. This may cause difficult
"F" connector installation. An extremely shallow
impression indicates ajacket wh.ch is too loose.

Now, strip off some jacket and braid, and expose
the foil. If the aluminum/mylar shield peels off
easily, it is not bonded. Belden® Duobond® II
provides astrong bond to prevent the foil from
pushing back during termination.

Measure the core (over tape) in several places to
make sure it is .147" (RG-59) or .184" (RG-6). If
out of tolerance, the connectors may not fit
properly.

Remove a few inches of dielectric. If you find
"fuzz" on the center conductor, intermittent
contact may result. If the installer scrapes off the
fuzz with aknife, ne runs the risk of damaging the
copper claading. Belden® cable stays smooth
and clean every time.

On messengered cable, make sure the messenger separates without tearing into the jacket and
exposing the shield.

Is every reel of cable 100% sweep tested? Al
Belden drop cable is 23dB, from 5-550MHz fo
RG-59 and 5-750MHz for RG-6. You don't have
to accept anything less.

Count your callbacks due to the cable or termination problems. The little extra that it costs to use
Belden gives you a big extra in performance
reliability and value.

Don't believe everything you hear—or
read. Even this. Test it for yourself. For
•

more information, contact:

Belden Wire and Cable,
P.O. Box 1980, Richmond, IN 47375
Phone: 1-317-983-5200.

Let the buyer beware—
especially when it comes to drop cable.

Take a New Look at Belden—Greater Reliability, Better Value.
Reader Service Number 41
Copyright 0 1983, 1985, 1987, 1990 Cooper Industries, Inc.
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Off-air si gnal maintenance
hile graybeards sit around the
wood stove on occasion and contemplate the origins of Community Antenna Iblevision, regardless of
who was first to build aCATV system
there was but asingle purpose for the
beginnings of our industry: to provide
quantity, if not quality, television signals.
The infatuation with television began in the late 1940s with the introduction of television sets and that proliferation continues to this day. Television viewers (translate that to CATV
subscribers) were willing to accept and
pay for most any quality of signal
offering a watchable picture. Mtn towers grew across America adorned with
the splendor of large, multi-bay antenna arrays seeking television signals
from 125 miles or more away, although
those signals were sometimes as nocturnal and fleeting as acheetah.
The age of satellite-delivered television signals dawned in the 1970s and
the picture changed, literally, overnight. When the CATV subscriber had
alook at the new technology, no longer
acceptable was the interference ridden,
noisy, weak signal. There simply was
no comparison between off-air and
satellite-delivered pictures. Except for
the more geographically remote towns,
gone now are many of those elaborate
antenna systems, replaced by one or
more dish antennas at every headend.
Off-air antenna systems today are
more likely retrieving Grade-A or GradeB signals, but the picture does not
equal the quality of the satellitedelivered signal. The result is adissatisfied customer and a costly, timeconsuming service call. A further result will be acustomer relations problem (just what this industry does not
need!) because the service technician
will not be able to cure aproblem which
originates in the antenna system. The
causes and remedies are suggested
here.

w

What occurs over a period of time is
much less apparent, gradual degradation of the signal quality. Fortunately,
the cause may be located in one of three
locations, or perhaps a combination of
the three locations: the antenna itself,
the pre-amplifier (if one is used), or the
coaxial cable downlead.
Antenna systems do wear out. The
environment to which they are subjected is the number-one factor determining the lifespan, given of course the
initial quality of the product. An antenna system in the Arizona desert will
far outlast one in a salt-laden, high
moisture coastal environment.
Corrosion may be the cause of lowered signal level, or more graphically,
picture flashing—especially with any
wind velocity. Damage may also be the
cause of noise introduction, either caused
by the corrosion itself or from an
external source such as electrical inter-

Gradual degradation
When the off-air antenna system is
originally installed, any problem is
usually immediately apparent, such
as no or low signal, noise, and ghosting.
By Bill Smith, Vice President of
Marketing, Cadco
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Typical small system headend

ference that now can override the
received signal level. The power line
may not be the culprit. The cure for an
element-to-boom problem is to remove
the element(s), if the antenna has this
feature, and clean the joint(s). You may
just as well do them all (undoubtedly
Murphy is watching) or replace the
antenna.
Look for electrolysis
Hardware corrosion occurs where
the antenna attaches to a. stacking
frame or the tower. Still another source
could be tower grounding or guying
hardware; be particularly wary of electrolysis at dissimilar metal bonds and
check with an ohm meter.
Antennas which use tubing for the
boom or elements may sustain water
ingress which may freeze-fracture the
tubing, causing a noise source. And
most assuredly
make certain all
hardware is snugged tight.
The
antenna
feed point should
be carefully examined. If the antenna is one that
requires any type
of an impedancematching balun,
that balun should
certainly be suspect after any period of time and
be replaced.
Coax fittings are
particularly susceptible to poor initial installation,
cold flow or water
ingress. If suspect,
replace and waterproof with heatshrink.
Heatshrink deteriorates with
time, hiding problems. So-called electrical tape has no
place in any outdoor installation,
not even securing
downleads to a
mast or tower leg.
Position
the

downlead so water or condensation
travelling on the outside of the coax
has no path into the connector or feed
point: make adrip loop.
Preamplifiers
Installations requiring a preamplifier need special attention to the connectors at the actual preamplifier input
and output considering all previous
precautions. Preamplifier manufacturers take precautions to make housings
waterproof, but gaskets do dry out and
shrink if even ever-so-much allowing
possible moisture ingress. Use awaterproofing grease around all edges where
the housing fits together, and be liberal.
Drip-loop the input and output cables, heat shrink the connectors, and
ascertain all hardware which closes the
housing and attaches the preamplifier
to the tower is snugged tight.
On the ground, similar installation
and maintenance precautions apply. It
is good engineering practice to enter
the headend building through a bulkhead as opposed to directly running the
downleaad into the building onto the
off-air signal processor input.
Usually this bulkhead is metal and
permits additional ground of the
downlead by bonding the bulkhead to
a minimum of an eight-foot electrician's copper groundrod taking into
account metal-to-metal bonding techniques.
Connectors are required at the bulkhead and it may be argued, introduce
the possibility of further connector
problems. Properly installed, using driploop and connector waterproofing techniques, the bulkhead arrangement is
acceptable and certainly eases the
situations associated with running hardline directly into the equipment headend
racks.

Make some measurements
When the initial installation or maintenance is completed, it is highly
recommended that an immediate record of each channel's signal level off
the downlead in the headend be made.
These signal levels and any other
appropriate notations should be posted
in the headend and a copy made part
of the engineering staff's permanent

The Industry's
Technical Training
Partner Since 1968
For 22 years the National Cable
Television Institute has taken the pain
out of technical training for thousands
of cable companies. NCTI offers a
complete career path for cable television technical employees at all system
levels, as well as special interest courses for specific training needs.
Results-oriented technical training
•Cost-effective
•Easy to administer
•Technically excellent
•Consistent, planned curriculum
•Self-paced learning
•Written for cable employees by
cable veterans
•Doesn't take employees out of the
field or require expensive trips to
training facilities
NCTI has acourse for every level
and interest
Career Path Courses:
Installer •Installer Technician •
Service Technician •System
Technician •Advanced Technician

Typical metropolitan installation
records. As part of the entire system's
routine preventive maintenance program, these records may be used for
performance verification.
There can be no doubt our industry's
collective feet are to the fire with
assaults seemingly coming from all
sides. Some of those assaults we have
no control over, some we do. Delivering
the best technically qualified product
to the paying subscriber we can control. •

THE BROADBAND ATMOSPHERIC
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM THAT

Y.S.

YOUR PROGRAMMING ACROSS
FREEWAYS • RIVERS • RAILROADS

Special Interest Courses:
CATV Fiber Optics •CATV System
Overview •Broadband RF
Technician •CATV Technology for
Non-Technical Employees •CATV
Technology for Industry Suppliers •
Television Production
Reader Service Number 43
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A complete Training Kit with information on all NCTI courses.
More information on the following
NCTI course:
Name
Title

IM NO WAITING FOR PERMITS

Company

II NO TRENCHING
II NO LINE AMPLIFIER EXPENSE OR MAINTENANCE

MSO affiliation

NI NO POLE FEES OR CHARGES
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Address

THE PROUNK 500 LASER SYSTEM
For more informabon on this field proven communication system call:
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State
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Daytime phone
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Mail this form to:

CRAYCOR

National Cable Television Institute
P.O. Box 27277, Denver, CO 80227

(602) 937-9394 111 (602) 842-2873 IM (818) 240-0122
5021 N. 55th AVE, SUITE 2II GLENDALE, ARIZONA 85301
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Guy strand for CATV
line construction
G

uy strand is a critical structural
component in CATV line construction, with significant safety,
quality, and economic ramifications to
the CATV system operator.
Properly manufactured and packaged strand makes for greater line
service life, efficient construction costs,
and reduction of field safety hazards.
The use of sub-standard guy strand can
lead to costly line repairs, reduced
plant life, higher installation/construction costs, and most significantly, great
safety risks to both linemen in the field
and the general public.
Because of the inherent risks in
using guy strand of improper
quality, one should take great
care in the choice of strand
manufacturer.
Manufacturers vary in production techniques, diversification of products and markets, quality assurance procedures and product warranty.
Variance in manufacturing
techniques and raw material
uniformity can result in line
construction problems. Therefore, certain quality aspects
of guy strand should always
be considered.
Tensile strength. Quarterinch E.H.S. strand has aminimum breaking strength of 6,650 pounds.
Strand which breaks at lower strength
levels could very well lead to failure
during installation or under severe
service loads.
Ductility. Strand is tested for ductility via wrap, bend, torsion and ultimate elongation measurements. Brittle strand can mean single or multiple
wire failures during tensioning. A
complete seven wire failure during
tensioning is a great safety hazard to
construction crews and possibly the
public.
Uniformity. The outer wires of the
strand should be evenly and concentrically wound about the center wire, and
there should not be openings in the lay
of the outer wires which expose a
significant area of the center wire. The
By Richard T Wagner, Division
Manager, FWC Supply Division of
Florida Wire and Cable Co.

strand should maintain its helix when
cut. Excessive "fraying" or unwinding
of the outer wires can make termination of the strand very difficult, and
cause problems with gripping the strand
for tensioning.
Many manufacturers tie a knot in
individual wires during the galvanizing process. Undetected knots which
can pass through wire guides in stranding equipment may result in knots
showing up in the strand. This can be
an extreme safety hazard to the line
crew during stringing or tensioning,
because the knot will most likely catch
in the keeper of the strand clamp.

Weld burrs on individual wires and
lumps of zinc from galvanizing pose the
same threats as the aforementioned
knots. Continuous inspection for strand
uniformity during the stringing process is recommended, and deviations
from surface quality should be reported
to the product vendor.
Straightness. When unwound from
the reel, any length of strand should lie
relatively flat and straight. Excessively bowed, kinked or cambered strand
can be difficult to manage on the
roadside, causing a safety hazard to
autos and line crews. Undetected kinks
which get tensioned in the span are
almost sure to cause a seven wire
failure, a most serious hazard in the
field.
Galvanizing. The galvanized coating of the strand should be smooth, free
of lumps and flaking, and without
excessive oxidation. Minimum weight
of coating for Class "A" 1/4 inch E.H.S.
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strand is .60 oz./ft2.The hot dip method
for galvanizing is clearly superior to
that of electroplating or mechanically
depositing zinc. This is because of the
formation of the iron/zinc alloy layer
during hot dipping. This tough iron/
zinc alloy acts as a second layer of
corrosion protection long after the sacrifice of the free zinc layer is complete.
Packaging. Properly packaged reels
of strand are essential for efficiencies
in the field. Strand which tangles on
the reel during unwinding makes for
frustrating field installation delays.
The strand should be evenly distributed across the drum of the reel, with
two to three inches of "free
board" remaining on the reel
flanges to prevent the strand
from slipping off the side of
the reel when unwinding. Wellbuilt, sturdy, hardwood reels
should be used to prevent
breakdown in the field or in
warehouse handling.
The major issue when considering the possibilities of
defective strand and choice of
manufacturer is traceability
and warranty. Some questions one should ask when
purchasing strand: Does the
manufacturer of your choice
have full control over the
quality of its product from raw material to the finished product? Given the
identification tag from areel of strand,
can the manufacturer provide test
results from a sample lot representative of the reel of strand? Does the
manufacturer stand behind the product
and warrant that its product meets the
specifications to which it is certified?
Does the warranty have time constraints? What is the manufacturer's
record of providing field support on
product complaints, and the replacement of defective materials? If a responsive and dedicated manufacturer
has been selected, these questions are
quickly and easily answered.
Because of its application in CATV
line construction, the guy strand to
which your service line is lashed is a
very critical component in plant installation and quality. Careful attention
should be paid when making decisions
on its source. •

THE DUCT SYSTEM that can be pulled or plowed in long lengths. PRE-INSTALLED coaxial cable
of your choice WITH full warranty and testing, yields SAVINGS of 25% to 50% in installation costs.
PRODUCED BY Tamaqua Cable Products Corporation, Schuylkill Haven, PA 17972.
CALL: 717-385-4381

FAX: 717-385-1092
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Following is alist of
SCTE technical seminars
with contact name. If known,
location and seminar topic
are listed.
July 11 Palmetto
Chapter Contact Rick
Barnett, (803) 747-1403.
e
July 11 Hudson Valley
Chapter at Capital
Cablevision offices, Albany,
N.Y. "Video Waveform
Interpretation, Character
Generators and Video
Switching Usages." Contact
Bob Price, (518) 382-8000.
July 11 Mount Rainier
Chapter "First Aid
Certification and CPR."
Contact Sally Kinsman,
(206) 821-7233.
July 11-14 Rocky
Mountain Chapter
Technical sessions at the
Colorado Cable Television
Association convention on
"Management and
Professionalism," "People
Skills" and "Safety." The
second annual Cable Games
will be held. The convention

AHEAD
is located in Breckenridge,
Colo. Contact Steve
Johnson, (303) 799-1200.
July 12 Big Country
Meeting Group in
Brownwood, Texas. Contact
Albert Scarborough, (915)
698-3585.
July 14 Chaparral
Chapter "Data
Networking," Amfrac Hotel,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Contact Brian Throop, (505)
761-6289.
July 18 Dixie Chapter
in Montgomery, Ala.
Contact Rickey Luke, (205)
277-4455.
July 18 Razorback
Chapter Tepic to be
announced. To be held in
Little Rock, Arkansas.
Contact Jim Dickerson,
(501) 777-4684
July 18 Great Plains
Meeting Group 'lb be held
in Omaha, Nebraska.
Contact Jennifer Hays,
(402) 333-6484.
July 18 Greater Chicago
Chapter "BCT/E Category

II -Video and Audio Systems and Signals." Contact
Jim Grothendick, (312) 4384200.
July 18 Big Sky Chapter
"BCT/E Review: Categories IV and VII." Contact
Marla DeShaw, (406) 6324300.
July 19 Southeast
Chapter at Warner Cable,
Houston, Texas. Contact
Um Rowan, (713) 5607360.
July 25 Appalachian
Mid-Atlantic Chapter
Annual pig roast and golf
outing. Contact Richard Ginter, (814) 672-5393.
July 25 Great Lake
Chapter BCT/E testing in
Categories II, IV, V, and
VI. Location to be announced. Contact Dan Leith,
(313) 549-8288.
July 25 Piedmont
Chapter "Rebuild and Upgrade Engineering," location to be announced. Contact Rick Hollowell, (919)
968-4631.

If you haven't complied with the FCC b
document leaks as weak as 10 pLV/rn,
with field strength measurement
at frequencies from 50 to 550 MHz.
Forget ancient conversion tables
and torturous formulas. Simply
approximate the distance between
the dipole antenna and the leak,

No kidding. The FCC will clamp
down on cable leakage offenders.
Penalties for non-compliance could
literally put you out of business.
No sweat. Consider the Wavetek
CLM-1000 with CL1DE* as compliance insurance. It can locate and
•CLIDE is aproduct of Telecommunications Products Corporation.
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nounced its 1990 schedule
of technical training seminars on its AML microwave
equipment for local signal
distribution. The Broadband
seminar focuses on the new
family of AML broadband
transmitters, amplifiers and
repeaters, while the Channelized seminar emphasizes
the traditional AML STX141 and MTX-132 channelized transmitters. For more
info call, (213) 517-5629 or
(800) 227-7359, ext. 5629
outside Calif. and Alaska.
July 23-26 Broadband
September 10-14
Channelized
November 5-8 Broadband

Aura

September 18-20
October 16-18
Dallas Texas
Los Angeles, Calif.
November 13-15
Orlando, Fla.

MS ....2

.,

CABLE TV
Anixter Cable TV has
announced the date of the
next fiber optic group
meeting. The keynote
speaker will be Jim Chiddix,
senior VP of engineering
and technology, American
Television and
Communications. The
meeting will be held
August 15 and 16 at the
AT&T Merrimack Works
in Merrimack Valley, Mass.
For more info, contact
Carole LeCompte at (800)
342-3763.

r to,

Fiberoptic Communications Carp., is offering 5day fiber optic splicing and
termination workshops at
its Sturbridge, Mass. facility. The course is available
on July 23-27, August 2024, and September 17-21
Also available from FC 2 is
atwo-week Certified Competency Program developed
for installation and field
service technicians and engineers. The program is
held in Sturbridge, Mass.
from July 30-August 10
and Oct. 29-Nov. 9.
For further details on
either seminar, call (800)
776-0518.

they may arrange an extension

and the CLM-1000 will measure the
leakage and provide the correct
and convenient reading in i.AV/m.
Then at the simple touch of a
button, it stores measurement,
location, cause, date and time—all
which can be printed out on-site or

later down-loaded to your PC.
CLIDE computes the system's
Cumulative Leak Index and forms
an FCC leakage report log.
So, don't stretch your luck. The
Wavetek CLM-1000 is the painless
way to meet FCC compliance.

•

Call Wavetek at 1-800-622-5515;
in Indiana, 317-788-5965.
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bined forces to sponsor ahome theater
demonstration room. During that demonstration, I heard two new terms:
"Pro-sumer" and "HDTV-ready." The

the main floor displaying the kind of
pictures possible with baseband record-

first term was used to denote products
with technical specifications between
"professional" and "consumer." It was
specifically applied to the Fosgate audio
system. But it could also be applied to
many of the TV receivers on the show

'Pro-sunner' and
'HDTV-ready'?
The Electronic Industries Association Consumer Electronics Show was
held in Chicago in early June. This
show gives cable operators a peek at
what our subscribers will be trying to
hook up to cable over the next few
years. A glimpse three to seven years
into the future is then provided at the
International Conference in Consumer
Electronics (ICCE) sponsored by the
Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers (IEEE) Consumer Electronics Society (CES). The ICCE was also
held in Chicago, immediately following
the CES. Ihave the privilege of being
the current president of the IEEE CES.
Iam proud of what this group does to
bring technical information to the
attention of the engineering community.
The good news is that America's love
affair with consumer electronics continues. This is closely related to the
attraction cable's programmming has
for the consumer. The bad news is that
all the new features and the emphasis
on video and audio quality will present
us with challenges, headaches and
more charges of being "consumer
surly."
Pro-sumeri and 'HDTV-ready'
Fosgate audio and Barco video cornBy Walter Ciciora, Vice President of
Technology, American Television and
Communications

floor. Many of these "monitor" receivers claim horizontal lines of resolution
in the range of 400 to more than 500.
Since NTSC is capable of only 330
horizontal lines of resolution and ordinary VHS tape is limited to about 250,
these products go beyond what consumers can get off-air or, at present,
off-cable.
Why do these manufacturers do this?
Primarily, because it is possible! Consumer electronics technology has progressed to the point where it can
produce better pictures and sound than
NTSC can technically support. These
monitor receivers have baseband inputs which can take the baseband
outputs of extended bandwidth VCRs
and videodisc machines. Super VHS
and ED-Beta are the current products
providing these kinds of signals.
However, even more is promised.
Across town, at the IEEE ICCE confab,
techniques for consumer digital rcording were being explored in technical
papers. These technologies are in fact
so good, many independent TV stations
are starting to use high-end consumer
electronics products for production purposes. This gives solid meaning to that
strange new term: pro-sumer.
The HDTV-ready product demonstrated was the Barco monitor, an
extended bandwidth, adjustable aspect
ratio projection system which accommodates various scan rates. The claim
was made that with the Barco monitor,
the consumer can have the best which
NTSC has to offer now, enjoy even
better performance from pre-recorded
discs and tapes, and be ready for HDTV
when it becomes available. Implied but
not stated was the promise of an HDTV
tuner and decoder for use with the
projector.
While the Barco projector is a remarkable machine, it is very expensive. We can expect, however, more
HDTV-ready devices in the future at
more affordable prices. These will provide the subscriber with acrystal clear
window through which to watch our
signals. We will be challenged to do
better and better.
A couple of HDTV displays were on
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ing.
Of particular note was the increased

brightness of the displays. In previous
years, an HDTV monitor would only
be shown in adarkened room or with
an overhanging light shield. Panasonic
had alarge HDTV projector which was
out in the open. While it wasn't as
bright as aNTSC projector, its performance was quite acceptable. The Sarnoff
argument that HDTV displays are not
bright enough to be saleable has been
put to rest. These displays do not
require the room lights to be dimmed.
This brings the day of practical HDTV
alittle closer.
SuperGuide
The Uniden booth demonstrated the
UST4800 model satellite Integrated
Receiver/Decoder (IRD) with built-in
SuperGuide. SuperGuide is an impressive electronic program guide which
eases the use of the programming
available on the satellite. Multiple
screens of information allow the subscriber to tailor his presentation in a
manner that is comfortable for him.
SuperGuide was also described in a
paper at the IEEE International Conference on Consumer Electronics. It
was stated that plans call for the
production of 50,000 units in 1990. The
projected cost increment if SuperGuide
was added to cable converters was $40.
In 1993, this is expected to fall to $14
because of increased integration of the
circuitry. Memory capacity is 128 kBytes in the standard model. To store
information for eight days and 120
channels, 256 kBytes are required.
SuperGuide's 6808 processor can handle up to 500 kBytes of memory.
SuperGuide sells the information for
the guide for $48 per year. The first
year is included in the cost of the
purchase. The signal is encrypted and
addressable. The IRD causes the antenna to turn to the correct satellite
during the night and retrieve the next
day's data. Several days' worth of
information is updated daily.
Conclusion
So get ready for pro-sumer and
HDTV-ready. Products following in
these trends will make our lives more
interesting and challenging. Our subscribers will demand even more of
us. •

UTILITY

PRODUCTS

On September 1, 1990,
Utility Products, the leading
manufacturer of closures for
the CATV industry, is intro-

After September 1, 1990,
the way you think about
pedestals will never be
the same.

ducing anew line of products that will revolutionize
the way you think about
pedestals.
Our new Access 360°
Pedestals will outperform
all other pedestals currently
on the market.

PLASTIC OR METAL

360° ACCESS

GREATER STABILITY

GREATER VOLUME
Find out how Access
360° Pedestals can enhance
your system. Call Reliance
Comm/Tec's Utility Products
group at 708-455-8010 or
call or write Anixter today
for more information.
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WEST-ANAHEIM: (714) 779-0500, (800) 854-0443; DENVER: (303) 740-8949, (800) 841-1531; SEATTLE: (206) 251-6760, (800) 426-7665: MIDWEST-CHICAGO: (708) 350-7788, (800) 544-5368; DALLAS:
(214) 446-CATV, (800) 231-5006; IRON MOUNTAIN, MI: (906) 774-4111, (800) 624-8358; SKOKIE, IL HDOTRS: (708) 677-2600: EAST-ATLANTA: (404) 840-7901, (800) 242-1181; LONG ISLAND, NY:
(516) 293-7788, (800) 645-9510; NEW JERSEY: (201) 328.0980, (800) 631-9603; ORLANDO: (407) 240-1888, (800) 477-8396: CANADA-CALGARY: 1403) 250-9646; MONTREAL: (514) 636-3636;
TORONTO: (416) 625-5110; VANCOUVER: (604) 321-5885.
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In an emergency, weekends and holidays or after 5 P.M. call toll free 1(800) 323-8166.
CORPORATE OFFICES, ANIXTER CABLE TV, 4711 Golf Road, Skokie, IL 60076, (708) 677-2600
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new concept in
IF-connectors
Recent studies show that the most common
F-connector problems are indoors. Raychem's
EZ Twist connector with its unique,
push-on-and-lock design, avoids th;e
problems of poor RF shielding caused
by loose connections and swivel fittings.

•fits tightly spaced ports — no wrench needed.
The EZ Twist indoor connector was
buiit with the subscriber in mind. Its
ivory color makes it easy to locate,
and its one-hand, one-step process
makes it easy to install.

It can be iinstalied quickly in tight
places with limited access. And it's
truly a universal connector:

Raychem's new EZ Twist indoor connectors are available now through
Anixter Cable TV. To order, or for
more information, call the Anixter
Cable N location nearest you.

•fits all RG-59 and RG-6 cables.
•fits all ports.

Raychem

AMOUR
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WEST-ANAHEIM: (714) 779-0500. (800) 854-0443; DENVER: (303) 740-8949, (800) 841-1531; SEATTLE: (206) 251-6760, (800) 426-7665; MIDWEST-CHICAGO:
(708) 350-7788, (800) 544-5368; CLEVELAND: (216) 526-0919, (800) 321-8068: DALLAS: (214) 446-CATV, (800) 231-5006; IRON MOUNTAIN, MI: (906) 774-4111,
(800) 624-8358, SKOKIE, IL HDOTRS: (708) 677-2600; EAST-ATLANTA: (404) 840-7901, (800) 242-1181; LONG ISLAND, NY: (516) 293-7788, (800) 645-9510,
NEW JERSEY: (201) 328-0980, (800) 631-9603; ORLANDO: (407) 240-1888, (800) 477-8396; CANADA-CALGARY: (403) 250-9646, MONTREAL: (514) 636-3636;
TORONTO: (416) 568-8999; VANCOUVER: (604) 321-5885.
In an emergency, weekends and holidays or after 5PM call toll free 1(900) 323-9166
1990 Anixter Cable TV
CORPORATE OFFICES, ANIXTER CABLE TV, 4711 Golf Road, Skokie IL 60076. (708) 6772600
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